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Caribbean fighting Covid-19
Georgetown reports death of 6-day-old

www.omesh.com

Georgetown – Guyana recorded its 31-year-old woman from Region 10,
youngest ever death from Covid-19 Upper Demerara-Berbice. The woman
early this week after a six-day old baby passed away while undergoing treatsuccumbed to the infection, Guyana’s ment at a medical facility.
Ministry of Health reported yesterday.
The MOH also appealed to the
The baby’s death is also the youngest public to respect the confidentiality
ever for the Caribbean, the Caribbean of those who have died, and to allow
Media Corporation
family to mourn
said.
the loss in peace.
The
Guyana
It was reported
Health
Ministry
yesterday there
did not give more
were 151 fatalities
details on the baby’s
in Guyana due to
death.
Covid-19.
“The
MOH
The rest of the
expresses sincerCaribbean continest condolences to
ues to be impactthe family of the
ed with growing
deceased, and will
infections, with
make every effort
Trinidad
and
Canadian govt’s
to provide all the
Tobago reporting
travel advisories
necessary support
nine new cases of
during this difficult
Covid-19 infecDestination: Guyana
time to render any
tions yesterday.
assistance needed,”
The new cases
Destination: T&T
it said in a brief
brought the total
Destination: Barbados
statement.
number of active
According to the
cases to 778, and
Destination: Jamaica
MOH, its officials
a total of 120
Click on link, go to Health tab
were in contact with
deaths.
relatives to facilitate
According to
contact tracing, and rapid assistance to the Trinidad and Tobago Ministry of
anyone else in Guyana who may have Health, on Monday evening there were
been exposed to the virus through con- 42 people in hospital, with 698 people
tact with the deceased baby.
in home self-isolation; a total of 186
There was another death in prisoners were also in self-isolation in
Georgetown earlier this week, the MOH the nation’s prison system.
reported, indicating the fatality was a
See Page 10: Canadian govt

UNC leadership fight heats up

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

Port-of-Spain – The temperature claimed if Bharath had been assisting,
has started rising between UNC leader, and everyone was pulling together as
Kamla Persad-Bissessar and her chal- a team, then the constituency would
lenger for the party’s
have become the UNC’s
leadership,
Vasant
20th seat.
Bharath, with supportSaid Gosein:, “[We]
ers for both members
didn’t see Bharath in St
intensifying the rivalry
Joseph. We were still
earlier this week. The
looking for him, but
elections take place on
he never came out to
December 6.
assist; but we heard he
In one pointed
went to other areas –
response to Bharath,
like Moruga, where he
Neil Gosein, a candidate
was making pineapple
on Persad-Bissessar’s
chow.”
Star slate, accused him Kamla Persad-Bissessar
He added: “We lost
of abandoning the UNC when it needed by only 800 votes. If he had come out
his support most.
with us… and had gone to some of
According to Gosein, the UNC lost those St Joseph areas, it might have made
the St Joseph seat by only 800 votes. He
See Page 18: Race heats up
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Ashook Ramsaran

Ramsaran
receives
NY award
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Paul Ram
Life & Investment Broker

MONEY FREEDOM INC.

uyana-born and now
New York resident,
Ashook Ramsaran, has
been honoured by the City of New
York’s Queens Borough President
Hon. Sharon Lee with a special
“Citation of Honor” in recognition of his outstanding contributions during the recently concluded 2020 US Census. The award
was presented on November 17.
A national census is conducted
in the US every ten years, a process that takes several months to
complete. When done, it provides
valuable information for apportionment of congressional seats
and resources for service based on
population.
As co-chairperson of the
Queens
Complete
Count
Committee, Ramsaran was instrumental in spearheading the massive undertaking to count all residents of the Borough of Queens
in New York. The demographic
holds over 2.3 million residents,
with over 40 percent foreignborn, and approximately 200,000
of Indo-Caribbean origin.
Understandably, the count
encountered many obstacles,
particularly the ones caused by
Covid-19; then there were also
other hurdles to overcome, such as
misinformation, changing status
and dates, intimidation, and fear
to complete the Census among
such a diverse population.
However, despite the setbacks,
See Page 10: Ramsaran
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$2,149,000

$979,000
A Rare Toronto Masterpiece
Impressive home on a ravine lot with aluminum
lifetime roof, cobble stone porch, cedar carport,
wrap-around LED, security cameras, sun room,
skylights, sauna & a custom built 52 jets hot tub
with 50 LED. Enjoy a steam bath before shwr after
a tired day or prepare meals in the chef delight
kitchen. Buy this one & experience the difference.

LD

Location matters. Bayview Village is one of the most
sought-after areas in Toronto. This sprawling home
is on a premium lot among $5 million homes. Features 5 bdrms, 3 washrooms, den, open concept
living & dining room, family room, spacious rec
room & double car garage. Explore the possibilities.
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$749,900
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This Gets the Nod!
Smashing value. Impressive home w/hardwood &
bamboo flrs, 3-sided firepl., lge eat-in kitch., gar.
& 2 car parking. You’ll enjoy the master bdrm with
a full ensuite & walk-in closet. Deluxe appls. incl.,
on-demand hot water sys., gas stove, gas dryer,
washer, fridge & built-in dishwasher. Neat Bargain!

$439,900
Luxury Condo
Perched on the 23rd floor above the Toronto skyline. You can sit on the open-air balcony enjoying
the breath-taking view, relax in the sauna, or take
a swim in the mini-Olympic pool. This building has
a gym, covered parking with car wash, concierge,
and a business room. Call for more details.
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$1,280,000
Grounds for Importance!
Here is a big opportunity to own this modern
home in one of Mississauga’s best neighbourhoods. This home is fully modernised with potlights, open concept living & dining room, quartz
countertop & backsplash, modern washrooms & a
basement apartment. Smart Buy.

$849,900

Spacious & Modern

Here is a lovely home that is fully modernised
with quartz counter, LED potlights, laminate
floors, front balcony, deck, 4+1 bedrooms, 3
washrooms, double car garage, and a basement
apartment. Includes 2 fridges, 2 stoves, washer,
dryer and built-in dishwasher.

$469,900

$729,900

Modern as Tomorrow

Impressively modern home with 3 spacious
bedrooms, master with a full ensuite and walk-in
closet. This home has 4 washrooms, garage and
a Juliet’s balcony. Fully updated with laminate
floors, LED lights, and stainless steel appliances.
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Spacious Townhome
Here is an affordable solution. Features include 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, living and dining room and
a finished basement. This home is on a fenced lot
with TTC at doorsteps.
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DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET
Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca

Hindu Federation and Ajax Pickering Hospital Foundation Organisers (l-r): Cecil Ramnauth, Jay Patel, Sam
Persaud, Nisha Sharma, Shiv Bansal (Director) and Tracy Paterson, CEO of Ajax Pickering Hospital Foundation

Second Office Location:

Diwali-driven motorcade puts light on frontline workers
By Shivani Mahadeo
ovember was proclaimed Hindu Heritage Month in
Ontario by the Hindu Heritage Month Act, 2016.
During this month since then, activities have been
planned to commemorate and celebrate the traditions and
contributions Hindus bring in sharing and strengthening the
multicultural fabric of their communities.
On November 21 this year, a community motorcade was held
under the auspices of the Hindu Federation in the Town of Ajax
to honour, and to show support and appreciation for frontline
workers at the Lakeridge Health Ajax Pickering Hospital, Long
Term Care facilities, and elsewhere.
As frontline workers battle the pandemic with conviction,
discipline, and a sense of purpose, the Diwali-themed motorcade was planned to leave a lasting impression as it celebrated
the triumph of light over darkness.
In so doing, the event provided recognition and inspiration
for the life-saving work frontline workers are relentlessly performing each day.
The cold temperatures at the Harwood Plaza staging point
of the motorcade did nothing to stall the drive of the estimated
125 cars that participated in the event. The warm expressions of
generosity and gratitude displayed for frontline workers at the
Ajax Pickering Hospital permeated the atmosphere, and filled
the hearts of the many attendees.
It was exciting and motivating to witness the efforts undertaken by adults and children, who decorated vehicles with banners, creative messaging, and illuminated it with ‘Happy Diwali’
signs – lights, flowers, and flags. Their efforts culminated with a

display of love and camaraderie, which are symbolic of Diwali.
On hand at the event were the Durham Region Fire Services,
along with ambulance and police services, to guide and lead the
parade. With all of its participants working together, it meant
the parade succeeded as a well-organised and managed event.
Also, local elected officials brought greetings of support,
while a diversity of multi-faith leaders delivered messages of
assurance, hope, and healing to frontline workers and patients.
In keeping with its theme – Daanam (Giving) – for this year’s
HHM celebrations, the Hindu Federation provided a monetary
donation to the Hospital Foundation for a sum over $3,000 to
cover the costs of personal care items for patients.
It was also gratifying to see attendees contributing approximately 3,000 pounds of non-perishable food items for the local
Salvation Army Food Bank.
These acts of generosity and giving were inspiring moments
of what the community can accomplish when everyone pulls
together as a team, and is supportive of each other.
I recall the Proclamation of Hindu Heritage Month at the
Regional Municipality of Durham’s Headquarters in November,
2019. During my short message as a Hindu youth in Durham,
I mentioned a possible Diwali parade occurring in the future.
It was gratifying to see that dream and challenge come to
fruition through the collective efforts and coordination of community leaders, neighbours, and enthusiastic supporters.
How this event succeeded on many levels has left an indelible impression on me. As a Hindu youth, I look forward to this
community-style motorcade becoming an annual event, but not
necessarily motivated by 2020’s challenging circumstances.

By Catherine Sas, QC
s Immigration lawyers, we are frequently asked what is
the most significant factor in being able to qualify for
immigration to Canada. Clients generally assume that
it is their education or work experience that is most relevant. A
review of Canada’s immigration programs would suggest otherwise. Perhaps the most pivotal factor to qualify for immigration
to Canada is language proficiency in English and/or French.
Individuals who are seeking to immigrate must meet the
criteria of one of Canada’s economic immigration programs
either as business immigrants, Express Entry applicants, or
as Provincial Nominees. Every single economic immigration
category has a scoring factor for language proficiency. And the
weighting for language proficiency tops the list of most of the
scoring criteria for most application categories.
Aspiring Canadian immigrants should not overlook the vital
need to acquire strong language proficiency in one of Canada’s
two official languages – English and French.
Assessing an immigrant applicant’s language proficiency has
changed dramatically in recent years. An applicant’s ability to
communicate in English or French used to be determined in
a personal interview with a visa officer who assessed the person’s proficiency, and made their own subjective conclusion. In
recent years this has changed.
Now Immigration Refugees and Citizenship Canada requires
applicants to provide test results from an IRCC approved testing
service: IELTS or CELPIP for English, and TEF for French. All
of these testing services have free webinars or tutorials, and it
is wise to make use of these tools to prepare before your test.
When meeting with international students, either overseas
or in Canada, I frequently ask them about their living arrangements in Canada. Not surprisingly they often live with friends
or relatives from their own country. When I ask them what lan-

guage they communicate in when they are home from school,
they virtually always say that they speak their native language.
Our experience as immigration lawyers suggests that this is
both a poor decision and a wasted opportunity to maximise the
ability to qualify for immigration in the future.
Consider the following real-life example of a client of ours.
This young man came to Canada as an international student
to study for a four-year bachelor’s degree. After graduation, he
obtained a three-year Post-Graduation Work Permit. While
attending school he lived in shared accommodation with several
classmates from his home country. When not in class, he spoke
his native language with his friends and roommates.
After graduating and obtaining a PGWP, he started working at a company where his co-workers also spoke his native
language. He came to see us when he only had six months
remaining on his PGWP. He took several language tests and he
could only achieve basic language proficiency scores which were
not high enough for him to qualify for Canadian permanent
residence.
After nearly seven years of living in Canada, he had squandered his opportunity to integrate into the mainstream community, and to obtain the language proficiency that he required in
order to immigrate permanently to Canada.
While education and work experience are key indicators of
success in Canada’s immigration program, often the determining factor for successfully qualifying for Canadian immigration
is language proficiency. Learning a language is not something
that can be accomplished overnight. It takes considerable time,
effort, and practice.
Aspiring immigrants to Canada should not underestimate
the significance of language proficiency in fulfilling their
dreams of being able to acquire permanent residence.
Asian Pacific Post
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Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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Experienced Family and Real Estate Lawyer s

CRIMINAL LAW
• Impaired Driving
• Robbery
• Fraud
• Theft
• Assault

An Interfaith Holiday Concert
for COVID-19 Relief

IMMIGRATION LAW

• Bail Hearings
• Mischief
• Weapons Offences
• Drug Offences
• Young Offenders

• Spousal Sponsorships
• Family Class Applications
• Self-Sponsorships
• Detention Reviews

• Admissibility Hearings
• Appeals
• Citizenship Applications
• Citizenship Appeals

Tel: (416) 234-1446 • Fax: (416) 234-0154
8 Beamish Dr ive, Tor onto, ON M9B 3P3 (Near Kipling Subwa y Station)
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IMDADUL ISLAMIC CENTRE  METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH  HOLY BLOSSOM TEMPLE

RESHMA AUDHO
PHOTOGRAPHER

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 17 @ 8:00 PM
www.holyblossom.org

Tel: 647-237-9816

Steven Page  The Toronto Symphony Orchestra  Julie Michels
Jackie Richardson  Richard Margison  George Masswohl

All proceeds will support the United Way of Greater Toronto Charities

email: rdaudho@hotmail.com
www.tintaleephotography.com
/tintaleephotography
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Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188

info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
Media available to broadcast proceedings.
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Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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Editorial

I

Troubling year

t has been a troubling year for democracies threatened by leaders displaying autocratic tendencies after
losing legitimate and valid national elections.
This was evident earlier this year with Guyana and a
refusal by its then-incumbent APNU+AFC leadership to
accept the results of a validated vote recount; and recently,
and remarkably, it has happened again, this time in the
mighty US following its presidential elections, with its
lame duck president still refusing to concede his significant electoral loss.
It was not one of the best moments for Guyana’s fledgling democracy when in June this year Chief Elections
Officer, Keith Lowenfield, and his APNU+AFC cohorts,
sought to disenfranchise 115,000 voters in the March 2
General and Regional Elections.
Lowenfield’s action came after the Guyana Court of Appeal ruled the results of the elections be declared based on
“valid votes”. In his report that was submitted to the Guyana Elections Commission, out of the 460,352 votes cast,
Lowenfield arbitrarily excised 115,000 from the national
total that had been cast on March 2.
It was a blatant vote dump; in other words, legitimate
votes were excised in an unconstitutional, undemocratic
act of disenfranchisement. What the doctored figures then
did was it gave the APNU+AFC a one seat majority in the
National Assembly, handing them the elections, and the
go-ahead to form the new Guyana government.
It was a presumptuous grab for power; and it was also
an often-tried, and failed, modus operandi by an autocratic
government facing an election loss to blatantly deny a legitimate result. In the case of APNU+AFC, unfounded
claims of fraud, followed by abuse of the judicial system
with frivolous, time-consuming cases challenging the results, continued to escalate, even as the reality of a validated recount made their undeniable loss uncontestable.
It seems with governments with autocratic tendencies,
all is well during the early stages of an electoral count,
when the early, incoming numbers surge ahead to put
them in the lead. However, as a clearer picture emerges
with more votes being counted, as the incumbent falls behind, the claims then start about fraudulent ballots, rigged
elections, and inevitably, frivolous attempts made in the
courts with the objective being to disenfranchise voters.
As sad as it is, APNU+AFC’s denial, and its attempts
to hijack Guyana’s government is strikingly similar, and a
stunning precedent, to what is now happeing in the mighty
US. As it is, the incumbent US administation’s claims of
fraud and rigged elections remain without evidence, even
as it inundates the courts with voluminous challenges.
In fact, statements are still being made by President
Donald Trump, the loser, that are eerily similar to the fictional narrative spun by the losing APNU+AFC during
Guyana’s trauma in the lengthy five months following the
March 2 polls.
As Trump keeps claiming, without a shred of evidence,
“Massive fraud has been found. We’re like a third world
country.” Again, late last week, he lamented, “I did so well...
that they didn’t know what to do,” even as he claimed, yet
again without evidence, that many ballots were “thrown
away”, presumably which would have aided his re-election.
Similarly into denial, and deeper in the pathology of refusal to accept the certified vote counts, Trump indicated
he will not concede; and as far as it appears, he refuses to
back down from tainting sacred US democratic election
structures. It is a woeful place for this nation to have come
to, given its status as an exemplar and leader in the world.
Trump crossed yet another Rubicon late last week,
when he said, “I don’t know what is going to happen. I
know one thing: [President-elect] Joe Biden did not get 80
million votes. And I got 74 million, but there were many
ballots thrown away; so I got much more than that. But I
got 74 million; 74 million is 11 million more than I got last
time. … And it’s millions more than Hillary Clinton got.”
The good news is democracy triumphed in Guyana; as
it will trump in the US. As fragile as democracy appears to
be at times, thankfully, its centre continues to hold.
INDO CARIBBEAN WORLD
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Limpets & barnacles

am ashamed for Americans, for the 70-plus millions of
voters who supported a lying braggart, and who believed
his ultimate lie, that he would make America great again
(as if they had lost that, though risking its loss because they had
priced themselves too high, and had boasted of wealth actually
seized from poorer, weaker nations, just as the
British had done not so long ago).
They supported a demagogue, clinically and
politically unsuited to govern a civilised country, who was rapidly accomplishing the obscene
enrichment of a few, while the country disintegrated into distrust, schisms, racial animosities, cheating, and
a pandemic.
Officials, their souls sold to politics or lucre, became untrustworthy; they disdain non-whites, even among their voting
cohorts, and excuse anyone who follows Trump. These things
must weigh heavily on the 80-plus millions who voted to end
the travesty, who now watch the charade of court challenges;
presidential threats and name-calling; extempore firings of
critics; the aggressive behaviours of his acolytes, everywhere;
open support of right wing extremists; international floundering covered by acts of bullying; intrigues with allies; and neglect
of the worst epidemic in the country, and the world, since the
Spanish flu.
From all accounts, Joe Biden has won cleanly: 306 electoral votes to Donald Trump’s 232, and a record plurality of
six million-plus votes, confirmed by several recounts, which
Trump had instigated, after losing lawsuits in several States,
expecting a legal miracle. Recounts have only confirmed Biden’s
win, sometimes increasing his margin, for example, Wisconsin’s
Milwaukee County, much to Trump’s distress!
Judge Stephanos Bibas, a Trump nominee, in a decision by a
Pennsylvania Appeals Court (three “Republican” judges), noted,
in dismissing Trump’s charge of “unfairness”: “Charges require
specific allegations and then proof. We have neither here”; and,
“Voters, not lawyers, choose the President. Ballots, not briefs,
decide elections”. Trump appealed to the Supreme Court, where
he expects favourable treatment from his appointees.
He, with several Congress supporters, refuses to concede
victory to Biden, as per custom, civility, and propriety. They
clutch at straws. His claims include one from fired attorney
Sidney Powell that Venezuela interfered on behalf of Biden! He
is even trying to obstruct and reverse the decision of certain
States to certify the winner; and to get Republican legislators
in Michigan, Wisconsin, and Pennsylvania, to appoint electors

for Trump, since constitutionally the State Legislature is responsible for the appointment of the President; if this happens he
risks having two sets of electors for those States at the finalising
December 14 meeting.
The resulting confusion could throttle the elections process,
which would suit Trump, and might explain
his recent statement that he would leave if the
Mohan
Electoral College says he has lost.
But if all his legal adventures fail, what is left
Ragbeer
for Trump to retain his aura of glory? What of his
legacy, besides golf: climate change denial; antiglobalisation; isolationism, anti-WTO and Free trade; tariffs;
WHO rejection; Covid-19 neglect; pathological narcissism;
pro-golf, bullying, lying, Saudi-Israel elbow bump, and so on?
Will he go out with a whimper? There is a sinister silence in his
continued campaign against his loss.
He has another 48 days during which he can wreck the
world, on the principle of “If I go, you go too!” He could start a
(nuclear) conflict, directly, or via Israel; Netanyahu would surely
oblige, starting against Iran.
On November 22, he met “secretly” with Mohamed bin
Salman (son of the Saudi King and virtual ruler of Saudi
Arabia), and Mike Pompeo in Neom, Saudi Arabia, to solidify
their opposition to Iran.
On November 27, Iranian nuclear scientist Mohsen
Fakhrizadeh was assassinated, likely by Mossad affiliates, who
killed four Iranian scientists in 2010 and 2012; Israel denied
Mohsen’s murder, but steeled itself against “retaliation”, a revealing use of the word, amounting to self-incrimination.
Biden’s fledgling team has no comment. Israel may have acted
to obstruct his attempt to resume the 2015 US-Iran nuclear
agreement, which Trump cancelled in 2018; or, it could herald a
US attack on Iran; he is crazy enough to do this. Iran promised
revenge “at the right time”. Mere bluster, a mouse threatening
a tomcat: https://www.reuters.com/article/BigStory12/idUSKBN28714O.
America, the good ship, it seems, is plastered with limpets
and barnacles: rich, poor, and the scrambling middle, all chasing the dream, while the ship is weighed down with affluent
baggage, some toxic that foul the waters, while most is unevenly
stacked, unbalancing her, so that even a slight storm can sink it.
Yet Captain Trump ploughs on, and fires his mates while
listening to novices, all too unknowing to notice the worsening
list. Thus Biden, with a rescue plan, is vigorously vigorously
blocked from assuming the captaincy before the ship founders.

Growing up in a stitch-in-time world of thrift

N

ot to put too fine a point on it, my first attempts at
needlework were barely passing grades, clumsy efforts
at repair dictated by household thrift, with a mix of
parental exasperation and needling stitched in to ensure the
household’s resources were not wasted.
This was the time of conservation when I was growing up
back home. Our household was not unusual for
its thrifty practices; and it was similar in the housRomeo
es on our street, and extended to all the homes of
Kaseram
extended family.
It was a stitch-in-time approach to living, not
only in the temporal space we lived in then, but
forcibly extended into my upcoming generation. This is how it
was in our house, where the constant threading of the needle of
pragmatism for repairs meant us young ones were taught early
in life to make-do more and more with less and less.
Thus, it was with increasing disappointment that I discovered early in life I had come into the world handily equipped
with feet that terminated with constantly hungry, gnawing toes.
These were as efficient as termites attacking a coffee tree, the
hyperactivity of their consumption fueled by the inadvertent
release of caffeine from the beans.
What else could it be but termites disguised as toes, my
mother wondered aloud with eyes raised, lamenting to the
heavens she had brought a wasteful, extravagant child into the
world. What else could it be but her heavenly punishment that
saw me running through a mosquito net in less than a year; and
do not get her started on how I tore through the fronts of pair
after pair of new shoes.
Later in life, I discovered that Swiss cheese was not only a
filling layer to a sandwich, but could come in handy whenever
needed to poke holes into a theory; or to illustrate how a continuum could be weakened by pushing through its vulnerable
touchpoints. So it was with the holes that I bore into the chronic
thrift in our household that led to poor quality purchases of
mosquito nets; and of course, my shoes. I poked and prodded at the thrift, mosquito net, and shoes, until each was torn,
unwholesomely tattered, and in the end bored through with
many holes, as in a slice of Swiss cheese.
“What is it with them two foot of yours?” my mother wondered. “They eating through ‘crepesole’ and ‘washekong’ like
wood lice on a chennet tree! And don’t talk about the mosquito
net; an elephant could fly right through the biggest hole! Child,
your foot mashing up everything left, right, and centre! It

behaving like auger and drill!”
I admit it was troubling for my youthful imagination, the
disconcerting image of an elephant lifted on tiny wings, annoying with its buzzing, heaving its way through my mosquito net
during restless sleep.
Of course, to plead that both the mosquito net and the shoes
were of dubious quality, obviously bought more
with savings in mind and less for longevity, likely
meant my parents intended that I remain motionless like a statue during its use to avoid wear and
tear.
However, for an active young man, such poor
quality was unwholesomely designed for one-time use only. It
always amazed me that an insect as tiny as a mosquito, armed
with such a sharp and lethal sting, had not yet figured out
how easy it was to push through the thin cobweb that was the
restraining net. How easily the netting tore as I tossed in my
sleep, my toes nibbling away, feeding on its gossamer like ten
hungry grubs obsessed with turning into butterflies.
Then there were the sneakers, laughed at by the older boys
on the street who were blessed with sturdier feet that were now
hardened, callused, and leathery. It was such their feet had
never found residence inside a pair of shoes, the soles coarsened with exposure to weather and landscape; at the same time,
their humour was tempered with a layer of protective cynicism
caused by their early, difficult lives.
“Well, look at our little Englishman walking on the road with
his nice, white shoes. Soon he will be wearing a hat, and carrying
a cane; and singing in the rain!” They slapped each other on the
backs with rough camaraderie so the thumps sounded like the
deep booming of bass drums.
The name of the shoes alone gave away its fragility, the “crepesole” thin like a pastry, its uppers a cheap canvas already rotting
after its first wetting, the fronts slightly thicker than gauze, and
easily poked through by the big toe during a game of football
using a dried coconut for a ball.
Of course, my pleas were ignored for better quality mosquito
netting, and shoes more versatile for playing soccer. Instead, the
old man recommended I learn to use needle and thread.
“A stitch in time saves nine,” he said with his illustrative and
salubrious forefinger emphasis. I had no idea what the “nine”
meant. However, taking a guess, I imagined it meant nine cents,
which back then, bought a spendthrift three swirls of crispy,
golden jelabi.
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Guyanese well aware of election irony troubling the US

Donald Trump

Lead always,
& in all ways
Dear Editor,
The media give daily updates on the
Covid-19 virus cases. It is alarming to find
the soaring rise and spikes in the general
population, especially in Guyana with its
relatively small population.
People usually look to leaders for
guidance. Unfortunately, leaders in most
countries have failed. They have not been
boldly and resolutely tackling the problem
from a preventative perspective.
There should have been an aggressive, countrywide campaign with billboards, posters, fliers, with broadcasts
using megaphones, television, radio, and
the Internet. Such a campaign has been
neglected, not only in Guyana, but in
other countries, such as the US.
We are closing the gate after the cattle
escaped; and waiting optimistically for the
vaccine – fiddling while Rome burns!
I find it very disturbing and disappointing to observe Guyana’s President
Irfaan Ali and Suriname’s President Chan
Santokhi, and the first ladies, not wearing
masks on two occasions during President
Ali’s recent visit there.
Leaders should lead. Being human,
they would sometimes slip, as humans are
wont to do; and being both humans and
leaders, would respond to respectful correction with appreciation.
It is an imperative that leaders lead by
example; always, and in all ways. There
should be no exception. People generally
follow their leaders, and do what their
leaders do. Example is better than precept.
Gary Girdhari, via email

Dear Editor,
Still haunted by the legal and political chicanery that strangulated normal life for five
months, Guyanese are watching the drama surrounding the US elections with curiosity and a
tinge of irony.
After all, it was the US, more than any other
country, that exerted its influence to protect
the integrity of democracy in Guyana.
So, I am not surprised by the up-to-date
coverage that the American election is receiving in Guyana’s media. Emblazoned in bold
letters on the front page of Stabroek News last
week was the headline, ‘In a fresh blow to
Trump, US court rejects Pennsylvania case’,
accompanied with a picture of the austere face
of the judge who announced the decision.
The New York Times, which also reported
the news from the Third Circuit Court of
Appeal presided over by a three-judge panel,
quoted the same judge who delivered the
unanimous verdict that “calling an election

unfair does not make it so”. Judge Stephanos
Bibas, a Trump appointee caustically declared,
“Free, fair elections are the lifeblood of our
democracy. Charges require specific allegations, and then proof. We have neither here”.
This is the latest embarrassing loss, bringing
to 31 the number of cases either dismissed, or
dropped due to a lack of evidence, and/or poor
presentation.
Yet, Trump threatens to take the matter to
the US Supreme Court, probably imagining
that he may receive a more sympathetic ear
from the six conservative judges on the panel,
three of whom he appointed, including the
most recent, Amy Coney Barret.
Bizarrely, he claims that he won the elections
overwhelmingly, accusing judges, and election
officials, including Republicans of conspiring to give President-elect Joe Biden the win.
Questioned by reporters, he reluctantly said
for the first time that he may leave the White
House if Biden in truth has won the electoral

Dear Editor,
Most of the national athletes who represent
our country at the Olympics are dual citizens.
Our national football team Lady Jaguars
and men senior football teams have majority
overseas-based players who are dual citizens.
Ambassadors who represent our country are
sometimes dual citizens.
Individuals who represent us at important
world bodies such as the UN and in Brussels,
are for the most part dual citizens. Beauty
queens who represent our country in international pageants are sometimes dual citizens.
Yet, when it comes to our Parliament, our
law prohibits dual citizens from being members.
The main reason for this archaic law is that
a person holding dual citizenship might have
divided loyalty in terms of his or her true allegiance if there is need to mediate on a situation
between Guyana and the second country.
Another reason is that dual citizens do not
participate in the day-to-day life of the country and pay their taxes, hence they have not
earned the right to be our representatives in
Parliament.
Progressive sporting bodies like the
Olympics and FIFA accommodate dual citizens
to represent the country of their choice with
the firm conviction that once an athlete wears
a country’s flag above his heart, he would at all
times give his complete commitment, skills,
integrity, and talent to that flag.
If a Guyanese who holds US citizenship is
representing Guyana at the Olympics, do you
think that athlete would deliberately go easy on
the US athletes? On the contrary, that athlete
would put all his efforts into securing glory for
self and flag.
The same would apply to a dual citizen in
our Parliament. There is no reason to believe
they would not represent themselves with

integrity and patriotism.
We are a nation that has lost a lot of skilled
countrymen during the PNC dictatorship and
ensuing years. If we are to propel ourselves into
the gilded age, we need to harness as much
talent in the diaspora, and allow these dual
citizens full participation in all the decisionmaking bodies of the country, inclusive of the
Parliament.
To weed out the carpetbaggers and allow for
dual citizens to participate and pay their taxes,
a five-year mandatory residency in the country
should be the precursor for entitlement of dual
citizenship Guyanese to enter Parliament.
It is time to revoke this medieval law
that bars dual citizens from participating in
Parliament.
Reggie Bhagwandin, via email

Dual citizenship double standard?
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college votes. In the same breath, he has challenged Biden to show proof that he has won.
It is not the first time that Trump has provoked an utterly shameless challenge. Before
the 2016 elections, he had accused former
president Barack Obama of being born outside
the US, demanding that the he prove otherwise. Obama fell for the ruse then, only to face
a new twist to the outrageous demand.
While Trump was weaving a malevolent
tapestry of his sordid scheme, the clumsy court
challenges assumed a grotesque caricature at a
press conference held by his “A team” of lawyers led by Rudolph Giuliani.
The former New York mayor’s verbal diarrhea of conspiracy theories and unfounded
allegations of election fraud ignited so much
heat that it melted his hair-dye, which streamed
uncontrollably down the sides of his face. The
comical spectacle characterises the state of
Trump’s baseless claims.
In the meanwhile, the recount of votes in
two counties in Milwaukee, demanded by the
Trump team after depositing (US) $3 million
to cover the cost, resulted in Biden receiving an
additional 130 votes.
In the State of Georgia, a third recount
insisted upon by Trump is underway, but analysts doubt any change in the outcome.
Onlookers may be puzzled and even angry
that such an abuse is occurring, but Trump,
the master manipulator, is once more at his
nefarious game, toying with the emotions of his
devoted supporters.
He needs to assure them that the election,
which he bragged he would win, has been
stolen from them. However, the real aim is to
milk them of their hard-earned money, using
the bogus court challenges as a smokescreen.
Grifting was a pastime before the White House
days, but it has been taken to another level in
the White House.
Ramdular, via email
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Ask Jay...

Two reasons why Bharath will fail

Dear Editor,
Vasant Bharath and his team are making
a good case to have Kamla Persad-Bissessar
replaced as political leader of the UNC in
the internal elections on
December 6. But they are not
likely to succeed.
Two main factors, among
others, are not in Bharath’s
favour. First, the UNC’s internal election machinery generally favours incumbency when
it comes to electing a leader.
It is activated at the level of
the constituencies, mainly
through councillors who are
the real organisers on the
ground.
Basdeo
My last count tells me that
no UNC councillor will risk acting against
an incumbent political leader unless there is
an anti-leader swing. These councillors will
trip over themselves to bring out voters and
manipulate them on polling day to favour
incumbency. Bharath is an experienced politician who should know that public meetings
and media coverage bear no relevance on election day. It is who can bring out the voters.
In this case, Persad-Bissessar has the advantage. Fair or unfair, she had set the stage for
continuing at the helm in selecting candidates
for both the last local and general elections. She
surrounded herself with loyalists supervised by

her sidekick Dave Tancoo. These councillors
will fall in line on December 6.
Secondly, there is no overt or covert antiPersad-Bissessar momentum among hardcore UNC supporters at the
ground level to buoy Bharath
to victory. This was one of the
key factors that led to Basdeo
Panday’s defeat in 2010. There
was an overt groundswell of
dissatisfaction over his leadership.
Even though PersadBissessar hangs as an albatross
around the neck of the UNC,
it is not likely that the membership will vote her out just
yet. She will hang in there and
Panday
lose election after election,
until her base decides that enough is enough,
or she voluntarily leaves.
My good friend Dr Roodal Moonilal has
read the current situation correctly and decided to keep out of the fray. Even though she does
not trust him, they seem to have some kind of
a love-hate pact that holds them together, even
at an arms-length distance.
Bharath has much work to do to tip the
scale. Don’t get me wrong, I maintain my view
since 2015 that Persad-Bissessar should step
down, and give the UNC a chance to breathe
under new management.
Harry Partap, via email

Dear Editor,
Vasant Bharath and his gullible supporters are contending that [Bharath’s] election as
leader of the UNC will place him in a position to reorganise, revamp, and revitalise the
UNC into a cohesive and united political force,
which will place the UNC in a very good position to capture the reins of government in the
2025 general election.
And without blinking an eye they are telling
the UNC membership that Kamla PersadBissessar could remain as Leader of the
Opposition, and Bharath could carry on as
an effective leader of the UNC in his quest to
make the UNC the winning party in the 2025
election.
Every right-thinking and sensible member
of the UNC (whether or not they support
Persad-Bissessar as the leader to take them into
government in 2025) knows that having one
person as Leader of the Opposition (PersadBissessar) and another as leader of the UNC
(Bharath) is highly unworkable, and thus a
recipe for disaster, and the eventual destruction
of the UNC as a political party.
The Leader of the Opposition in Trinidad
and Tobago is usually a potential prime minister in waiting. That person, in order to
enjoy the position of primus inter pares, (first
amongst equals) as prime minister must be the
leader of the party that wins the election.
And the person who is to be appointed
Leader of the Opposition must be a member of
the House of Representatives, who is best able
to command the support of the greatest number of the House of Representatives that do not
support the government.
For the Leader of the Opposition to command the support of the members in the
Lower House, who are not in support of the
government, he or she must not only be politically savvy but must possess the wherewithal
to persuade them to support him/her. The
metaphorical big stick and carrot to win over
reluctant members of that House assist in commanding support.
Bharath is not a member of the House
of Representative, and thus constitutionally,
he can neither become the Leader of the
Opposition, nor the Prime Minister.
The time to contest the leadership of the
UNC is not now. The pro bono advice I dare
give to the politically naïve Bharath is to await
the 2022 local government election, and if

Persad-Bissessar loses ground, then perhaps
he will stand some sort of chance in gaining
leadership of the UNC, and thus influence the
selection of candidates for the 2025 general
election.
He can catapult himself in a safe UNC seat,
for example, St Augustine. And as MP for St
Augustine and leader of the UNC, he becomes
the prime minister of Trinbago if UNC wins
the 2025 general election. Is not that your
burning ambition, Mr Bharath?
As it now stands, Kamla Persad-Bissessar
SC, is in strong control of the UNC via the MPs
and councillors.
She possesses the metaphorical big stick
and the carrots. She is very happy that Bharath
is contesting the leadership of the UNC. She
can now canvass and campaign to save the
UNC from destruction by having a different
person as leader of the party, and another as
leader of the Opposition – the Prime Minister
in waiting.
I dare say to Bharath if there was no contest
for leadership of the UNC the turnout of the
internal UNC election would be extremely
low: and if Persad- Bissessar loses ground in
the upcoming local government election in
2022 her position as Leader of the Opposition
and Prime Minister-in-waiting then becomes
shaky. But then again, Bharath will have to
‘toss-up’ with Roodal Moonilal and Jearlean
John for the position of leadership of the UNC.
Thus my pro bono political advice to
Bharath is to withdraw from the contest against
Persad-Bissessar for leadership of the UNC.
You do not stand a snow-ball of a chance in
beating her at the internal election.
You should run away from this fight for
leadership in order to fight another day. You
would destroy your political life in this present
battle for leadership and thus end up metaphorically eating dog rice for the rest of your
political life.
To me, it appears that you are more of a
statesman than a politician.
Politics is not only about who gets what,
when, how and why, but the art of timing in the
control and acquisition of political power. And
in politics nothing succeeds but success.
Mr Bharath, make the sagacious decision of
withdrawal from the UNC internal elections
and live to politically fight at the appropriate
time for leadership.
Israel B Rajah-Khan SC, via e-mail

Pro bono advice for Bharath on elections
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Assignment Sale – What’s Involved

n Assignment sale occurs when a buyer (Buyer A) who bought a property, sold the original purchase of sale contract to a second buyer
(Buyer B). Buyer A (Assignor) has assigned the original purchase of
sale contract to Buyer B (assignee). The assigned price can be the original purchase price or for a profit or loss. The assignee would complete the sale with the
original seller. An assignment clause is inserted in the agreement of purchase of
sale, allowing the buyer to sell before taking possession. Assignments are legal.
From the time an agreement to purchase is signed and possession is given,
the buyer’s circumstances might change, such as job relocation, financing or
family structure. Assignment sale offers a way out where the original buyer can
salvage her deposit and the new buyer closes the deal.
An Assignment sale can be for any purchase, resale or newly-built. It is most
common in new condo sale. With the high demand for housing, some newlybuilt condos double in price before they are ready for occupancy, and many
speculators cash in. Eric bought a pre-constructed condo for $300,000. During
the time lag between purchase and completion, the price shot up to $500,000.
Eric sold his contract to Jane for $500,000. He had paid the builder 20 percent,
or $60,000 as a down payment. Jane paid Eric $260,000 which represents Eric’s
down payment and profit. Jane now owes the builder $240,000 and would complete the sale with the builder. Eric more than tripled his deposit money and
closing cost, such as land transfer tax, since that is done only on completing
the sale. Most builders allow assignments, subject to approval. There is an assignment fee imposed by the builder, and the fee varies.
An Assignment sale involves three parties, the seller, the assignor, and the assignee. There are two transactions, first between the assignor and the assignee,
and later, between the assignee and the original seller. Jane invested $260,0000,
a deposit of $60,000, and a profit of $200,000. If she had bought directly from
the builder for $500,000, with 20 percent down, she would have invested only
$100,000. Most builders do not allow buyers to advertise assignment sale properties. A buyer caught advertising, is in breach, and depending on the sale contract, the builder can cancel the transaction, and forfeit the deposit.
With strong demand for housing and endless bidding wars for resale properties, Assignment sales are becoming increasingly popular, allowing the buyer
to purchase a contract without the bidding frenzy. Assignments sales are beneficial to both parties. The seller can sell their unit before it is completed, and
the new buyer can save by offering a lesser price compared to the builder’s
current price. Another hidden advantage is that the lag time is shorter because
most Assignment sales occur just before occupancy. The new buyer may be
able to choose some of their finishes if the unit is not completed by then. In the
above example, if Jane could not complete the sale with the builder, Eric is still
obligated. If the market has declined, then Eric would be in trouble, risking his
$60,000 and a potential lawsuit from the builder. Assignment sale is a boon in a
hot market, but a doom in a declining one. It is risky business.
There are tax implications for the assignor and assignee. Jane in our story,
paid $200,000 for the assignment and a rebate of $60,000 for the deposit. However, if the sale is subject to HST, then it is calculated on the full amount, $260,000.
Eric must declare his profit as business income in the year the assignment took
place.
Some builders would credit the buyer on HST by adjusting the sale price.
If the buyer (Assignor) assigns the property to another buyer (Assignee), and
since it is a new property, Canada Revenue Agency considers the assignor as a
second builder. The Assignor owes CRA the HST rebate for the first purchase.
Since the assignor is considered as the second builder, HST is due on the assignment sale as well. In such case, the HST is added to the assignment sale
price, and the assignee can apply for HST rebate directly through CRA.
When planning an Assignment sale, it is best to complete one project at a
time. Some try to maximise their profit by purchasing many properties. With all
of the uncertainties and tax implications, they are on thin ice; be careful.
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Guyana in crosshairs of international drug trade

G

uyana does not produce cocaine, but has been regarded as a major transshipment port for illegal drugs for
more than three decades.
That’s because the country has been caught in the crosshairs
of the international drug trade, evidenced by a slew of highprofile interceptions targeting international drug trafficking
operations in recent years.
According to the March 2020 Drug and
Chemical Control report of the US Bureau of
International Narcotics and Law Enforcement
Affairs, cocaine shipped from Guyana heads
to the US, Canada, the Caribbean, Europe,
and West Africa.
The report states that cocaine originating
in Colombia is smuggled to Venezuela and onward to Guyana
by sea or air. Smugglers take advantage of the country’s porous
land borders and shared river network with Brazil, Venezuela,
and Suriname to transit the drugs.
“Drug traffickers exploit the country’s poorly monitored
ports, remote airstrips, intricate river networks, porous land
borders, as well as the permissive environment created as a
result of corruption and the under-resourced security sector,”
states the report.
While unconfirmed reports have implied that certain government officials have actively facilitated the drug trade, the US
State Department notes that the government of Guyana does
not encourage, or enable the illicit production, or distribution of
narcotics or psychotropic drugs, or other controlled substances;
or the laundering of proceeds from illegal drug transactions –
that is, from an official standpoint.
However, insufficient resources, weak law enforcement institutions, an ineffective judicial system, and inadequate compensation for civil service employees and public safety officials
facilitate corruption throughout all sectors.
With the exception of smaller quantities of drugs that are
smuggled by individuals, larger quantities are concealed in
legitimate commodities, and smuggled through commercial
and private air transport, maritime vessels, human couriers,
“speed” boats, and various postal systems.
The seizure of 11.5 tons of cocaine at Port Antwerp, Belgium
in November, which originated in Guyana, reinforced the country’s recognition as a transshipment port, in spite of efforts to
prevent such shipments.
Billed as “the largest overseas drug bust ever worldwide,” with
a street value of over [all currency USD] $1 billion, the shipment
of cocaine was disguised as scrap metal, and placed inside a steel
container, which was, in turn, packed into a sea container and
loaded into a transatlantic vessel. The drugs were apparently
destined for the Netherlands.
Evidently, Belgian prosecutors were able to track the shipment, following the dismantlement of a drug trafficking gang
led by a former Belgian counter-narcotics chief, which revealed
the existence of tight-knit links between criminal gangs, and
counter-narcotics and law-enforcement officials.
According to Guyana press reports, at least four persons are
in custody, and are being interviewed by the authorities, while
the manhunt is still on for a businessman, allegedly connected
to the shipment. According to the Guyana Chronicle two of the
suspects in custody are customs officers who were on duty when
the load was scanned before it left for Belgium.
This drug bust comes on the heels of another one in August
in Hamburg, Germany. Reported as one of the port’s largest,

Several years ago the United Nations Office on Drugs and
customs officials discovered more than 1.5 tonnes of cocaine
hidden in a container between sacks of rice arriving aboard a Crime estimated that 20-25 metric tons of cocaine pass through
ship from Guyana. German investigators reportedly received a Guyana annually. Unofficial estimates indicate that this volume
has increased substantially in recent years. And calculations
confidential tip about the drug smuggling operation.
According to Guyana’s drug agency, CANU, the contain- made by the US Embassy in Guyana estimate that narcotics trafers were scanned locally by operatives of the Guyana Revenue fickers earn an estimated $150 million annually.
While large quantities of cocaine originating in Guyana have
Authority, and no narcotic was detected,
nor did the seals of the containers appear to been seized overseas, there have been relatively few domestic
have been tampered with, suggesting that the drugs busts of significance within the country. Incidentally, the
Dwarka
drugs could have been loaded during transit single largest seizure of 106 kilos of cocaine was found hidden in
Lakhan
dried fish glue at a home near Georgetown in May, 2007.
to Germany.
During the first nine months of last year, drug enforcement
Earlier, in 2014, US and Italian authorities dismantled a billion-dollar drug smug- seized 126 kilograms of cocaine and 770 kilos of cannabis.
gling operation involving members of New Authorities also reported seizing unquantified amounts of
York’s notorious Gambino Mafia family and southern Italy’s synthetic drugs, including ecstasy. The authorities initiated 507
prosecutions and convicted 64 individuals for narcotics trafNdrangheta.
Twenty four individuals connected to the Italian mafia – 17 ficking.
The crux of the matter is that large quantities of drugs headin Italy and seven in New York were arrested for conspiring
ing for foreign shores conto ship some 500 kilograms
tinue to elude Guyanese drug
of cocaine from Guyana to
officials, only to be seized in
the Calabrian port of Gioia
foreign countries.
Tauro, Italy. The drugs were
Guyana has made subexpected to be shipped in
stantial efforts to co-operate
pineapples, coconuts, and
with the US and internafrozen fish. Prosecutors
tional agencies to control the
found an estimated $7 mildrug trade. The recent extralion worth of cocaine hidden
dition of a former Guyanese
in crates of pineapples and
police officer to the US on
coconut milk.
drug smuggling charges is a
The two-year police
first in the country’s co-operinvestigation targeted a netation with US authorities.
work of drug smuggling that
According to the US
spanned four continents –
Department of Justice news
Europe, Asia, South America,
release, Shaun Nebblett,
and North America – with
alias “Dapper,” was the first
Guyana as the transshipment
Guyanese citizen to face fedpoint. Labeled “Operation
eral charges in the US since
New Bridge”, the Italian
1999. Prosecutors allege
police claimed that it has
Nebblett recruited couriers
dismantled a major criminal
in Guyana to take commerplan intended to facilitate the
cial flights to the US with
trade of drugs, weapons, and
money laundering.
Hidden in scrap metal from Guyana, authorities in Port baggage containing cocaineIn this case, court docu- Antwerp, Belgium seized a record 11.5 tons of cocaine ladened shoes.
Drugs are controlled in
ments indicated an associate
of the Gambino drug network in New York telling an undercov- Guyana by Guyana Police Force, Guyana Revenue Authority,
er agent in September 2012 that he had contacts in Guyana who Customs Anti-Narcotics Unit, Special Organised Crime Unit,
could arrange for the shipment of cocaine to Italy. In a taped and Guyana Defense Force Coast Guard. These agencies are
conversation, the Gambino associate said the cocaine would be responsible for the implementation of the National Drug
packed in fish and frozen in blocks for shipment to either Italy Strategy Master Plan 2016-2020, and the National Antior Canada. It is reported that up to 200 grams of cocaine would Narcotics Agency oversees these efforts.
However, the US State Department report noted that despite
be packed in each fish. A Mexican cartel was identified as the
this coordination mechanism, corruption and limited resources
source of the cocaine.
To cite a couple of additional examples – in March 2005, have historically hampered the effectiveness of these antiBritish authorities intercepted 527 kilograms of cocaine shipped narcotics agencies.
in coconuts from Guyana; and in November 2005 Barbados
authorities discovered 120 kilograms of cocaine in a shipment Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of the
Canadian Association of Journalists and an accomplished finanof lumber from Guyana.
Also, in 2014, Western Intelligence, which had kept a close cial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways, Real
watch on Guyana’s expanding mineral operations, unearthed World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice is available
apparent evidence of several mining operations in Guyana on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be reached at
dlakhan@rogers.com.
being funded by Mexico’s Knight Templar cartel.

Guyana govt cognisant of diaspora’s interest to return home to work, invest

Georgetown – With Guyana set to become an energy powerhouse in the Caribbean region, Vice President Bharrat Jagdeo
is insisting opportunities are available in the private sector for
the diaspora.
“We have a growing private sector… unlimited opportunities, and the first preference should go to our
people who live here in Guyana and who live
abroad. So, [the diaspora has] to start looking,
and engaging here, setting up businesses, getting
into services, coming down now and doing joint
ventures,” Jagdeo said during an interview with
Globespan.
Pointing to strict Local Content Legislation in
the making, Jagdeo said the government is currently shaping an oil and gas sector where there
is “a huge margin of preference for Guyanese”.
Said Jagdeo: “It doesn’t matter where you live,
here or abroad, some of the services can only be
Bharrat
outsourced to Guyanese, so if you have professionals... and if there is a minimum amount of spending that the
oil and gas companies have to do to pursue to qualify in Guyana,
then that spending will go to Guyanese.”
He noted that the investments by Exxon alone would be
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upwards of (US) $20 billion.
“We are trying to shift the industry that services the oil and
gas sector into Guyana, so our oil and gas sector is not serviced
from Trinidad and Tobago and the United States,” he said.
He also indicated a structure is currently being built by the
government, through the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, to have more meaningful engagement
with the diaspora. According to Jagdeo, the government is hoping to establish a Diaspora Desk
in the major capitals where large numbers of
Guyanese are residing.
He added that the heads of the various missions will be briefed on their approach to the
issue of diaspora engagement, so that their work
will be in line with what the current administration is hoping to accomplish.
The Washington-based Center for Strategic
and International Studies in a recent report
Jagdeo
stated that Guyana’s emigration rate, which skyrocketed in the 1960s due to the hardships created by the then
PNC government, is one of the highest in the world, numbering
about 30,000 annually.
The report The Guyanese Diaspora, authored by Michael

Matera, Linnea Sandin, and Maripaz Alvarez, provides a comprehensive analysis of the Guyanese diaspora, and suggests a
framework within which this valuable asset could be utilised for
the benefit of both the diaspora and the home country.
According to the report, the first-generation immigrant
Guyanese diaspora today is estimated to be around 550,000
worldwide, not including their descendants.
The PPP/Civic administration has expressed its desire to
work collaboratively with the diaspora, stating that they too
have a stake in the development of their homeland.
“We must welcome back to their homeland our diaspora
who played such a positive and constructive role in defense of
our democracy,” President Dr Irfaan Ali had said when he was
sworn in on August 2.
He added: “My government intends to embrace Guyanese
abroad as we enlist them here at home.”
With its developing oil and gas industry, Guyana is now even
more attractive to many Guyanese in the diaspora who have
expressed an interest to return to work or invest.
In the light of this prediction and the interest abroad, the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International Cooperation
recently announced that it was taking steps to make it easier for
returnees to either work or invest.
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Indigenous Indians and Guyana’s national security
By Treb Narahcmar
n previous offerings, we have drawn attention to the
importance of social cohesion for the national security
of Guyana, cited some examples in ASEAN countries of
policies for fostering social cohesion, and made the case for
Guyana’s Parliament to establish an Advisory Commission on
National Cohesion.
In this piece we continue this theme by looking at the importance for national security of addressing the pressing needs of
Guyana’s Indigenous people, locally known as Amerindians.
Guyana’s Indigenous people are the first inhabitants of the land
and have the right to justice and security.
Guyana does have a Ministry for Indigenous Affairs, and
there have been some tentative efforts to address issues such
as Indigenous land claims. There is, on paper, an Indigenous
Rights Commission, but Guyana still lacks a considered policy
for catering to the needs of its indigenous peoples. It is widely
acknowledged that the economic, social, and cultural plight
of indigenous people deserves urgent attention. This essay
will draw on international laws that Guyana must respect in
developing a future policy for the fair treatment of its indigenous population. We shall draw upon the UN Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (2007) to frame a Guyanese
national security policy for its Indigenous peoples.
Dignity and rights: Under international law, Indigenous
peoples have the right to the dignity and diversity of their
cultures, traditions, histories and aspirations, which must be
appropriately reflected in education and public information.
Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain, control, protect,
and develop their cultural heritage.
Land rights: Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands,
territories and resources which they have traditionally owned,
occupied, or otherwise used or acquired. They have the right
to the conservation and protection of the environment, and the
productive capacity of their lands or territories and resources.
Governments must consult and cooperate in good faith with
Indigenous peoples in order to obtain their free and informed
consent prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands.
Urgent preventative measures: Governments must provide
effective mechanisms for prevention of, and redress for: any
action that has the aim or effect of depriving Indigenous peoples
of their integrity as distinct peoples, or of their cultural values
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Young Amerindian boy looking ahead to the future
or ethnic identities; any action which has the aim or effect of
dispossessing them of their lands, territories or resources; any
form of forced population transfer, which has the aim or effect
of violating or undermining any of their rights; any form of
forced assimilation or integration; any form of propaganda
designed to promote or incite racial or ethnic discrimination
directed against them.
Indigenous peoples must not be forcibly removed from their
lands or territories. No relocation can take place without the
free, prior and informed consent of the Indigenous peoples
concerned, and after agreement on just and fair compensation,
and where possible, with the option of return.
Development: Indigenous peoples have the right, without
discrimination, to the improvement of their economic and
social conditions, including in the areas of education, employment, vocational training and retraining, housing, sanitation,
health and social security. Governments must take effective
measures to ensure continuing improvement of their economic
and social conditions. Particular attention must be paid to the
rights and special needs of Indigenous elders, women, youth,
children and persons with disabilities. Indigenous peoples have
the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for
exercising their right to development. In particular, Indigenous

peoples have the right to be actively involved in developing and
determining health, housing, and other economic and social
programmes affecting them.
Non-exploitation: States must take specific measures to
protect Indigenous children from economic exploitation, and
from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or
to interfere with the child’s education, or to be harmful to the
child’s health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or societal
development.
Non-discrimination: Indigenous people, in the exercise
of their rights, must be free from discrimination of any kind.
Indigenous peoples and individuals are free and equal to all
other peoples and individuals, and have the right to be free
from any kind of discrimination in the exercise of their rights,
in particular that based on their Indigenous origin or identity.
Cultural traditions and customs: Indigenous peoples have
the right to practise and revitalise their cultural traditions
and customs. This includes the right to maintain, protect and
develop the past, present and future manifestations of their
cultures, such as archaeological and historical sites, artefacts,
designs, ceremonies, technologies and visual and performing
arts and literature.
Participation: Indigenous peoples have the right to participate in decision-making in matters affecting their rights. States
must consult and cooperate in good faith with the Indigenous
peoples concerned before adopting and implementing legislative
or administrative measures that may affect them. Indigenous
peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinct
political, legal, economic, social and cultural institutions, while
retaining their right to participate fully, if they so choose, in the
political economic, social, and cultural life of the State.
The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples is
an extensive document with numerous additional provisions.
We have here selected some key clauses as reference points
for the construction and monitoring of a fair policy towards
Guyana’s Indigenous Amerindians. The national security of
a country rests, in the first place, in the human security of its
inhabitants. If Guyana is to achieve its aspirations of being a
just society, it must pay special attention to the neediest parts of
its population. Guyana’s Amerindians are a fitting starting point
for priority attention in the quest for a just society, and in the
building up of an effective national security policy.
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Canadian govt renews non-essential travel advisory
From Page 1
The Ministry of Health also reported 29 patients were
in step-down facilities, and 272 people in State quarantine
facilities. The coronavirus figures so far show a total number of
recovered patients at 5,771, out of 6,669 positive cases that were
tested since March.
A total of 36,792 people have been tested so far in the public health system
in Trinidad and
Tobago.
Also, earlier
this week Jamaica
recorded
five
deaths and 40 new
Covid-19 cases,
with the authorities indicating the
deaths included
an 86-year-old
female and a
70-year-old male.
According to
Jamaica’s Ministry
of Health and
Wellness, three of
the deaths were
previously under
investigation, which brought the country’s death toll to 256
yesterday.
The new coronavirus cases were 17 males and 23 females,
ages five years to 78 years, which pushed Jamaica’s total to
10,709, of which 4,239 are active.
There were no new cases by yesterday in Suriname. However,
on Sunday, there were 16 active cases out of a total of 5,312 coronavirus infections. Suriname’s death toll is holding at 117 so far,
while seven persons are hospitalised. There are also seven persons in isolation, with non-positive cases in quarantine at 1,428.
In St Lucia, there were five new cases recorded on Sunday,
which took the total up to 257. According to St Lucian officials,
the new cases included a four-year-old male and an 11-year-old
female from Castries. Up to yesterday the individuals who had
been tested remained in quarantine and awaiting results of the
coronavirus tests.
Earlier this week Barbados recorded one positive Covid-19

result out of 398 tests conducted in the past few days. The positive return came from a 27-year-old male visitor, who arrived in
Bridgetown on an American Airlines flight on November 23. He
tested positive on the second test, and was asymptomatic.
Barbados authorities reported yesterday there were 19 persons in isolation, which added to the total of 276 confirmed
cases, and includes 142 females.
With some Caribbean nations opening up its borders to
international travel, the Canadian government last month
renewed its advisory warning against non-essential travel.
As it indicates on its website, https://travel.gc.ca/travelling/
health-safety/covid-19-security#if, the Canadian government
is advising Canadians to avoid “all non-essential travel outside Canada, and to avoid all cruise ship travel… until further
notice”.
It adds, “If you choose to travel despite these advisories,
be aware that commercial airspace closures and movement
restrictions can occur without warning, and could prevent your
return to Canada. The Government of Canada is not planning
additional repatriation flights to bring Canadians home during
the Covid-19 pandemic.”
The Canadian government is also advising on the pandemic
via the Health tab on a country-by-country basis:
https://travel.gc.ca/destinations/guyana
https://travel.gc.ca/destinations/trinidad-and-tobago
https://travel.gc.ca/destinations/barbados
https://travel.gc.ca/destinations/jamaica
In its advisory, the government notes that while some countries have opened up borders, it “could impose strict travel
restrictions suddenly, should they experience an increase in
cases of Covid-19”.
“International transportation options could be reduced significantly, making it difficult for you to return to Canada. There
are no plans to offer additional repatriation flights. Should you
decide to travel despite our advisories, know that you might
have to remain abroad longer than you expected,” the government says.
It adds if Canadians choose to travel despite the advisories,
then it is possible returnees may have difficulty obtaining essential products and services; may suddenly face strict movement
restrictions and quarantines at designated facilities and at your
own cost; your insurance may not cover your travel or medical
expenses; and there may be limited capacity to offer consular
services.

Inauguration: Ramsaran at Kolkata Memorial
unveiling on January 11, 2011

Ramsaran wins prestigious award

From Page 1
Ramsaran’s QCCC team courageously, tirelessly, and consistently urged and advocated for improved community outreach,
messaging, information dissemination, and recruitment among
residents of the respective districts.
At the end, their actions contributed to a higher than expected census count level.
Ramsaran emigrated from Guyana to the US in 1968, where
he earned BS and MS degrees in engineering. Following his
graduate education, he established his own family-owned electronics manufacturing company. He lives with his family in New
York, with wife Camille (formerly of Guyana), his sons Arnold
and Gerald, and grandsons Jaden, and Gavin.
Ramsaran is also the president of Indian Diaspora Council
International, and former president of GOPIO International.
He remains actively engaged in several community organisations, and is widely recognised for his advocacy of persons
of Indian origin, in particular the descendants of Indian
Indentured labourers. He was instrumental in the design and
installation of the Kolkata Memorial inaugurated in 2011 to
honour Indentured laborers from India to various former
colonies of the UK, The Netherlands, and France. For his many
contributions, Ramsaran was awarded Uttar Pradesh Ratna and
India’s prestigious Pravasi Saman awards.

www.qtrexinternational.com

Overseas Offices:

SUPER
SPECIAL

ANTIGUA:
Tel #268-462-4958
Contact: Dunica

TO GEORGETOWN,TRINIDAD,
KINGSTON OR MONTEGO BAY

3

DOMINICA
Tel #767-237-3737
Contact: Geoff

BARRELS

$100

BARBADOS
Tel # 246-548-2891
Contact: Anderson/Joel

(Barrels up to 30" tall)
Member of BBB

* SPECIAL CARGO RATES *
Destination
Antigua
Dominica
Grenada
St Vincent
St Kitts
Barbados
St Lucia

Reg Service
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel
$120/barrel
$75/barrel
$75/barrel

Express
$130
$130
$130
$130
$150
$130
$130

We also deliver empty barrels!

HEAD OFFICE

Our NEW YORK OFFICE
5185 Timberlea Blvd is now opened at:
TEL: 905-290-1946 Queens Logistics Centre
186-10 Jamaica Ave,
TOLL FREE: 1-866-881-5433
NY 11423
Tel: 866-861-5933
Georgetown Office
236-237 David St Kitty,
Tel: 592-227-2969

DOOR TO GATE IN
GUYANA - $120

Areas not covered in Guyana:
Parika Backdam, Linden, Inner
Canje, Black Bush Polder, Beyond
Skeldon, Mara and Cane Grove.

Weʼre the first Canadian Shipper to cross the border.
We guarantee service thatʼs second to none.
Our prices are the best in the business.

Tractors to Guyana
Pick Up Trucks
Full Containers
Barrels

- from US $1000
- from US $1500
- from US $3400
- from US $50

Regular Service: 4-6 weeks delivery • Express Service: 3-4 weeks delivery • We deliver empty barrels/crates in the GTA
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GRENADA
Tel #473-435-1545
Contact: Valda
KINGSTON, JAMAICA
Tel # 876-456-2944
Contact: Kimberly
MONTEGO BAY, JAMAICA
Tel #876-294-1712
#876-347-7939
Contact: Sabrina
ST. KITTS
Tel #869-465-5320
Contact: Janice
ST. LUCIA - CASTRIES
Tel#758-459-0675
Contact: Spence
ST. LUCIA - VIEUX FORT
TEL #758-454-5383
Contact: Vacacie
TRINIDAD
Tel #868-221-3905
Contact: Paul
ST. VINCENT
TEL #784-457-2547

CARIBBEAN ISLAND
FOOD MARKET

Tel: (416) 746-1592
3432 Weston Rd
(South of Finch)

WESTWOOD
SUPERMARKET

Tel: 416-901-7797

680 Rexdale Blvd, Suite 12
(at Humberwood Blvd)

Specializing In All West Indian Groceries, Tropical Fruits & Vegetables, Guyanese and Caribbean Fishes &
Seafoods, Halal Chicken, Ducks & Meats, Fresh Breads & Pastries, Spices & Condiments, Health & Medicinal
Products, West Indian Drinks & Juices, Snacks & Confectionery, Dried Canned & Packaged Foods, Soaps &
Cleaning Supplies, Body Care Products, Hindu Religious Supplies... and Much Much More.

O

ur stores comply with all
the legal requirements
with respect to the Covid-19
pandemic, such as hand
sanitising, face masks, social
distancing, etc. We ensure a
very safe environment for all
entering the premises.

ALL MEAT HALAL • NUF NUF IN-STORE SPECIALS • SPECIALS TO December 15, 2020
FRESH WHOLE/
HALF GOAT

PEPPERPOT MEAT

PRE-COOKED SHRIMP

MARSHALL’S BONELESS
SALTFISH

Low Price

2 PKS /$500

2 pks/$500

PEARDRAX, CARIB MALT, APPLE J,
MAUBY FIZZ, ANGOSTURA,
CARIBBEAN COOL, SOLO

PEARDRAX &
NON-ALCOHOLIC WINE

ORDER
EARLY
FOR
CHRISTMAS

FLORIDA HASSAR

$1099 lb

Low Price

FULL RANGE OF DRIED FRUITS FOR BAKING, COOKING SWEET
DISHES SUCH AS KHEER & MAKING VARIOUS DESSERTS

Low Price
MR GOUDAS RICE

Wholesale Prices
99
on Full Cases

2/$9

Low Price

SOURSOP

MILO

$499 lb

$1999 Lge Tin

JUMBO BARRELS

$1099

Low Price

FISHES
Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly

FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Arriving Fresh from the Caribbean Twice Weekly
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TD helps Canadians securely send money in more
ways to more places with TD Global Transfer

I

f you're one of the many Canadians who regularly sends money abroad to family or friends, you may know there are
several important factors to consider when deciding which money transfer service you should use, including security,
speed, convenience and transfer costs.
According to a Stats Canada study published in 2019, Canadian residents sent an average of $2,855 per year to their relatives or friends internationally.
But as Canadians continue to be separated from their family
and friends across the globe due to physical distancing measures and border controls caused by the COVID-19 pandemic,
for some people it’s more important than ever to be able to
send money to their loved ones safely and securely.
To help Canadians send money abroad when and where they
want to, TD recently launched TD Global Transfer – an innovative digital marketplace that enables TD customers to send
international money transfers in more ways to more places
across the world.

“We're thrilled to be able to empower our customers with the
ability to securely send money internationally to family and friends in a way that’s easy for them and convenient for their recipient,” said Mushtak Najarali, Senior Vice President, Money in Solutions, TD.
“This new solution exemplifies TD's commitment to customer-centric innovation and enables our customers to support their
loved ones by providing convenience and choice on how they send money almost anywhere in the world.”
For those Canadians thinking about sending money to family or friends abroad, here are three simple and convenient ways
TD customers can use TD Global Transfer to send money digitally through EasyWeb or the TD app:
1. Send money directly to a recipient's bank account in more than 150 countries and territories.
Staying within the comfort and safety of home might be a top priority for your family and friends abroad right now, so sending money directly to their bank account might be an important and convenient way to do so.
“We’re living in a time when it’s critical to provide customers with digital options and we want our customers to be able to
send money to their friends and family safely and efficiently,” said Susan Hawkins, SVP Enterprise Payments.
With TD Global Bank Transfer, you can send money abroad using your eligible TD Canadian or U.S. dollar personal chequing, savings or line of credit accounts to fund a transaction. Your money transfer will be directly credited to your recipient’s bank account once the transfer is complete.
2. Send money directly to a loved one’s eligible Visa Card with Visa Direct.
“With TD Global Transfer, we are delivering a seamless digital platform where TD customers can send money internationally, allowing the sender to shop and choose the method of delivery based on a variety of factors, such as cost, speed,
and recipient experience,” said Hawkins.
And with Visa Direct, TD customers can send money to their loved ones’ eligible Visa Debit Card, Visa Credit Card or
Reloadable Prepaid Visa Card in over 170 countries and territories.
This flexible transfer option gives customers the freedom to help pay down the balance of their loved one’s credit card,
top-up a reloadable prepaid card or provide them with additional funds that will be added to the cardholder’s bank account
through a Visa Debit Card.
Best of all, some recipient financial institutions may make funds available to the recipient account in as little as 30 minutes,
meaning your loved ones may be able to access their funds quickly.
3. Send money for cash pick-up at a Western Union® Agent Location.
Does your relative or friend prefer to receive their funds in person? No problem.
You can send money directly from your eligible TD account for cash pick-up or alternative pick-up method at more than
500,000 Western Union® Agent Locations in over 200 destination countries and territories around the world, that way your
loved ones can pick up your international money transfer conveniently.
To learn more about the money transfer options available through TD Global Transfer, including info about recipient countries, currency exchange rates, transfer fees and transaction times, visit td.com.
1 Most Visa credit, debit and reloadable prepaid cards around the world are eligible. However, certain countries and financial institutions may choose not to accept these transactions due to local regulatory or other restrictions. Also, certain reloadable prepaid products may be restricted from receiving Visa Direct payments such as reloadable youth
prepaid cards, government disbursement cards and Visa travel cards.
2 Western Union® Agent locations may also make alternative pick-up options available to the recipient.
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Better savings start here

FISH FROM GUYANA

Lower your premiums when you insure both
your car and home with us.

Buy Directly from the Importer and Save Big
Lowest Prices on the Market – Guaranteed

Stop in, call or click to get a quote today.

Sherry A Harrikissoon Ins Agcy Inc
Sherry A Harrikissoon, Agent
13311 Yonge St Unit 103
Richmond Hill ON L4E 3L6
905-773-9782

Certain conditions, limitations and exclusions may apply.

1201717CN.1

Fish and Shrimp Caught in the Atlantic
Bangamaree (Fine, Fillet & Headless), Red Snapper, Catfish, Cuirass, Sea
Trout, Smoked Catfish, Cuffum, King Fish, Mackerel and Grey Snapper.

Desjardins Insurance refers to Certas Home and Auto Insurance Company, underwriter of automobile and
property insurance or Desjardins Financial Security Life Assurance Company, underwriter of life insurance
and living benefits products.
Desjardins, Desjardins Insurance and related trademarks are trademarks of the Fédération des caisses Desjardins du
Québec, used under licence.

Contact: Mobile: 647-218-6967 • 416-769-2914 (after hours) or Paul: 416-450-3570

Need A Mortgage? Call Kamla First

Your Mortgage Professional! 416-505-9583
-

Residential Mortgages
1st & 2nd Mortgages
Mortgage Renewals
Private Funding
Financial Consulting

Experiencing Some Financial Challenges?
Then The Moment Is Now:
Refinancing - Home Equity Line Of Credit - Debt Consolidation

• No Credit, Any Credit! • First Time Buyers! • New To Canada!
Call Kamla for more details…

Indranie (Kamla) Shivnath
Mortgage Agent
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Dir: 416-505-9583

5200 Finch Ave. E. Unit 306, Scarborough, ON M1S 4Z5
Email: kamla4@hotmail.com
*Some Conditions Apply
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Farmworker injustice, hardship dog tomato harvest

By Dhanpaul Narine
he Garden of Eden would envy the
American supermarket. Apples
tempt the palate in endless varieties,
asparagus sits on toast, and broccoli is
more than the director of an action movie.
Bountiful reigns in America and the
supermarket has come to signify the crest
of conspicuous consumption. Supermarkets
make a total of [all currency USD] $5 billion a
year, and this sum is growing.
There is food from all corners of the planet.
If they don’t have a particular item, then it
can be imported for the right price. Stocked
on the shelves are this morning’s entrée that
include the beautiful red tomatoes, glossier
than the plastic variety. But if those tomatoes
could speak one would hear a tale of ethics,
farmworker justice, and manipulation of the
system by big business. There is also genetic
engineering to produce the ‘tasty tomatoes’
that can be detrimental to one’s health.
The journey of a tomato from the farm
to the dining table, or from plant to plate, is
replete with tales of hardships and worker’s
struggles for justice. It brings into focus
demands for a decent wage, better living
conditions, and really, the ethics of eating.
Most tomatoes are grown in Florida, and
immigrants harvest them in the winter
months. The tomatoes are picked while they
are still green; harvesting is done by hand, and
mostly by an invisible population.
The farm workers are among the poorest
in America. According to one report, “The
tomato workers work for ten to 12 hours a day
picking tomatoes by hand earning a piece-rate
of about 45 cents for every 32-pound bucket.
Furthermore, in a typical day, migrants pick,
carry, and unload two tons of tomatoes.”
The job is backbreaking, and with little
bargaining power for better conditions,
the workers are left at the mercy of their
employers. The US Department of Agriculture
reported in 2008 that the lives of farmworkers
were hazardous. It stated, “[Workers] suffered
from pesticide exposure, sun exposure,
inadequate sanitary facilities and crowded
and/or substandard housing.” Imagine that
this is happening in America!
It was César Chávez, who inspired by the
ideals of Mahatma Gandhi, went on fasts and
non-violent protests to win union rights for
the grape-pickers of California. Chávez called
for a series of boycotts of grapes, and some
of them lasted for years. It was estimated that
17 million persons took part in the boycotts,
and by the 1980’s thousands of farm workers
had won contracts. There were higher wages,
health coverage for the family, and even
pension benefits.
In addition, steps were taken to fight child
labour, discrimination against women, and the
use of pesticides. Chávez remains a national
hero, and a day is named in his honour in
California.
But the ideals of Chávez, and others,
appear to be lost. There is no effective union
organiser to make waves, even though some
in the media are using their status to bring
the worker’s plight to light. The actress Eva
Longoria has produced a documentary Food
Chains to highlight the abuse that workers
suffer, and there are discussions about it in
some sections of the media.
The heyday of Chávez has long gone, and
poor Latino, Haitian, and other workers
continue to struggle under slave-like
conditions. In fact, it was only in 2005 that
an increase in pay was granted, but this was
short-lived. We are told that, “[In] 2005
Florida tomato workers gained their first pay
raise since the 70’s when Taco Bell ended a
consumer boycott by agreeing to pay the extra
penny per pound that will go directly to the
pickers.”
This was not straight-forward. The Taco
Bell decision led McDonald’s following suit,
and just when it looked as if the workers
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Farmworker reaping tomatoes; inset, Chávez backgrounded by Mahatma Gandhi
would make headway, Burger King stepped in
and refused to pay the extra penny. This led
the workers to cancel the deals with both Taco
Bell and McDonalds, and they were back to
the beginning.
Burger King stated that its refusal to give
the increase was in keeping with labour
practices, and that if the workers needed
better paying jobs, they should apply to
the restaurants. It is interesting to note that
Goldman Sachs is one of the firms that
controls the stocks of Burger King. It is
no secret that its Chief Executive Lloyd C.
Blankfein has earned the largest annual bonus
in the history of Wall Street, amounting to
hundreds of millions of dollars. If Burger
King had agreed to the wage increase for
the tomato workers it would have cost the
company a mere $250,000 a year.
A few years ago, visits were made to
different places in America to assess the
extent to which farm workers were treated
humanely. One such place was in Marion
County, Florida. It was found that conditions
there were inhumane.
A report concluded that “farm workers
were held against their will, and forced to
labour as indentured servants – continually
paying off debts to their employers – in
a system legally defined as slavery”. A
prosecutor defined Florida as “ground zero for
modern-day slavery”, and five operators were
prosecuted for violation of the anti-slavery
statutes since 1997. The Southern Poverty Law
Center says that farmworkers are among the
poorest in the US, earning about $11,000 a
year.
The Farmworker Housing Development
Corporation has monitored the health of
tomato pickers in Florida, and elsewhere.
According to the FDHC, the rates of cancer,
asthma, and birth defects from exposure
to chemicals are about 25 percent above
the national average. The fact that many
of the farm workers are undocumented
makes it difficult for them to openly seek
representation. In addition, with low pay the
workers cannot afford medical help.
What is equally appalling is that workers
have to pay their employers $50 per week
to live in rundown housing. It is almost
impossible to give accurate figures as to how
many workers are affected. The employers
hide the shacks from view, and persons
from the outside world are not allowed to
visit. Those that have left the farms describe
conditions in which 16 persons were required
to live in a single trailer.
What is the response of the corporate
sector to the Fair Food campaign? This
is a key area, as redress by multinational
corporations will help to guarantee a fair
deal for the workers. Shoppers at Trader Joe’s
complained that the firm had refused to sign
the Fair Food Pledge. The Pledge states that
workers that picked tomatoes should be paid
reasonably, and must also have basic safety
protections. A number of shoppers led a
campaign to stop buying tomatoes at Trader
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Joe’s, and began a letter-writing exercise, but
with minimal impact.
There is the argument that the economics
of tomato-picking may very well hamper
immediate reforms. For example, the fast food
and fast service business and the supermarket
chains demand cheap prices for tomatoes.
When this happens, it is not difficult to guess
who gets squeezed. It is the farmworkers, and
as we have seen, real wages for farmworkers
have not increased in 30 years.
In Immokalee, Florida there are
Mexicans, Haitians, and other workers from
Central America, and many of them are
undocumented. But they want to work, and
they rise early to get to the fields. A worker
earns about 45 cents per 32-pound bucket of
tomatoes. This means that the worker must
pick nearly three tons of tomatoes daily to
earn minimum wage.
What then can be done to improve the
condition of the tomato farmers? They are

not a political constituency, and politicians
are not willing to take up their case. However,
medical services can be provided, as is being
done by Dr Bruce Gould, and others, at the
Migrant Farm Worker Clinic in Connecticut.
The voluntary services sector needs to be
expanded with medical clinics, as local
hospitals want to see insurance coverage
before treating patients.
There is need for the Fair Labor Standards
Act to be followed, and it is the responsibility
of the federal government to ensure that these
workers are protected. But the public too
must put pressure on companies that use the
services of farm laborers, and must demand
that they be given a fair deal. A US judge, K.
Michael Moore, said at the sentencing of a
defendant found guilty of running a slavery
operation that “contractors and crew leaders
create a legal fiction or corporation so they
can be relieved of any liability of hiring illegal
immigrants”.
A major victory would be for the fruit
pickers to be included as a part of US
immigration policy, and for them to have their
status regularised. There is clearly a lot of
work to be done to regularise the position of
the farm workers.
The next time you see a tomato at the
supermarket, spare a thought for the lowly
worker that lives in endemic poverty, and
from which there is little escape. Then put pen
to paper and let your elected representatives
know that you want change.
In what can be described as an imaginative
choice, President-elect Joe Biden has picked
Alejandro Mayorkas to head the Department
of Homeland Security. If confirmed, he will
be the first Latino to head that Department.
Mayorkas would do well to address the
problems of farmworkers, and to bring them
much needed relief.
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Musician, conductor, & performer, Dunbar scaled many barriers
By Dhanpaul Narine
ne day someone will make a movie about Rudolph
Dunbar. The year was 1945, and Hitler and his
troops had surrendered, having failed in their push to
dominate Europe. Berlin was the seat of Nazi culture, but the
Philharmonic Orchestra was led by a black conductor. He was
a war correspondent for the US, but it was the baton that took
him to the realm of the Gods. This conductor was a Guyanese
man who bestrode the musical world like a giant.
Rudolph Dunbar mesmerised the 2,000 Berliners in the
audience. They applauded rapturously as he took them through
the works of Weber’s Oberon and Tchaikovsky’s Pathetique.
Rudolph Dunbar was given five standing ovations. During
the performance, Dunbar did the unthinkable. He introduced
music from the Afro-American symphony to the delight of the
audience. On that evening Rudolph Dunbar created history. He
had become Berlin’s first black conductor.
The Chicago Tribune of September 3, 1945, carried a
historic headline that read, “Negro gets Ovation for Leading
Berlin Symphony Concert: Rudolph Dunbar, a slender young
Negro who learned his music in New York, led the Berlin
Philharmonic orchestra today in a concert of classical music
and American syncopation. He won an ovation of astonishing
warmth”. They forgot to mention that Dunbar was Guyanese.
His baton, love of music, and his ability to try new
ensembles ensured that Dunbar would reach heights where
only few could enter. There were many questions asked, not
least by the music critics of the day. How was it possible that
this young man growing up in what was then colonial British
Guiana could master Wagner, improvised on Tchaikovsky, and
add new dimensions to their original works?
For music historians Rudolph Dunbar remains an enigma.
Having scaled his own Everest he championed many causes,
and had luck smiled at him, things could have been different.
What really happened that made Dunbar a footnote in the
world of classical music? Over the years a few scholars have
tried to unravel this tantalising tale, and add new life to the
story of this brilliant son of Guyana.
Rudolph Dunbar was born in Nabaclis, in British Guiana,
in 1907. At that time, the colony was geared to produce sugar
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for England, and Indian Indentureship was still in practice. In
this stratified society, the British Guiana Militia Band added a
much needed diversion to life. It had connections to the Royal
Military School of Music in England. One of the distinguished
luminaries was none other than Major S.W. Henwood, as
Director.
As a boy Rudolph Dunbar would visit the bandstand. One
day, he heard pieces by the British composer, Sir Edward Elgar
and the German, Wagner. The music made a deep impression
on him. Young Dunbar knew from that moment that he had to
explore and learn more about this music. He continued to visit
the bandstand, and when he was 14 years old luck came his
way. He was allowed to join the band as an apprentice playing
the clarinet. Dunbar would spend the next five years with the
Militia Band mastering the clarinet.
The musicians realised that Dunbar was no ordinary
apprentice. He had real talent, a gift for the clarinet. When he
was 19, Dunbar left the shores of his native British Guiana for
New York to pursue his musical dreams. He found New York
to be a busy place with a healthy appreciation for classical
music. His ability was such that he was accepted to study at
New York’s prestigious Institute of Musical Art (now Julliard).
He studied musical composition, clarinet, and piano.
After five years in New York, it was time for Rudolph
Dunbar to broaden his musical horizons in Paris. There he
played with the greats such as Philippe Gaubart and Louis
Caluzac. He also spent some time with Felix Weingartner in
Vienna. The world of Rudolph Dunbar was taking a turn for
greater things, and few could have foreseen what happened in
1930. His reputation as a clarinetist had grown so great that
the widow of the famous Claude Debussy invited him to give
a private recital in her apartment for members of the Paris
Conservatiore. This was an honour that Dunbar took with
great humility.
It was now time for the young Guyanese to make his
mark in England. He moved to London in 1931, and started
as a music critic. But it was not long before he established
England’s first clarinet school that attracted students from all
over the world. As his reputation grew, he was asked to write
a book on the clarinet. After months of hard work, Rudolph

Providence before the coming of industrialisation
By Mansoor Khan
or the folks who
recall it, this
was how part
of Providence looked
before the start of the
industrialisation.
Parafield was an area
controlled strictly by the
estate. The name itself,
Parafield comes from the
Paragrass, a type of grass
known to produce a high
quality milk when fed to
the cows, along with some
other grasses that are found
in the area.
Since the estate had
a huge cowpen-barn,
Parafield was an area where
the cows grazed, and where
folks collected grass for the
other cows.
Also a notable presence
in the area were many
Providence, including Eccles to Herstelling, East Bank, Demerara, Guyana
coconut trees, and assorted
fruit trees, which were scattered in-between.
started moving in.
Three trenches bordered the area – on the north, south, and
Parafield was controlled very strictly, and it was one of the
on the west. The general manager Mr Searle’s residence was a
favourite places for the ranger Shoola to be found. With all
feature to the east. This residence was a compound by itself,
its enticing fruits and coconuts, we were always tempted, and
and was surrounded by green vegetation, a variety of fragrant
sometime successful in crossing the path of danger to “steal”
flowers, and lots of sweet, delicious fruits trees, the fruits of
some.
which many of us tasted back then.
During this transition period was when the old road with
The compound was maintained by gardeners and labourers
the turn was condemned, the residence was dismantled, and
who were provided by the estate, and it was kept in pristine
the new straight road was made usable.
condition. The residence sat in-between the public road and
Some of the old timers were under the assumption that
the canal east running north to south.
under many of the of the mango trees were Dutchmen,
Travelling north to south, the public road turned right into
believed to be the after life spirits of the Dutch people
a half circle behind the residence and continued to its south
when they governed the country. In other words they were
end. North of the residence was the home of Mr Newman,
Jumbies, or ghosts. Having to walk or ride alone around that
a manager on the estate, and to the south was the overseer’s
turn at night was quite frightening. You can see some of the
quarters – this is where all the single overseers resided.
parameters in the picture, surrounding the old parafield and
During the age of transition and changes, workers on the
the residence.
estate were given house lots in Herstelling and Providence
It is now fully industrialised with Toolsie still anchoring the
pasture, and the cowpen was dismantled, so there was no need
north end, and Fishery to the south end, and it is continuing
for paragrass. This was when the Toolsies and the Fisheries
to be developed, if not fully.
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Rudolph Dunbar
Dunbar published Treatise on the Clarinet (Boehm System) in
1939. This book became an instant classic and was reprinted
through ten editions.
It remains to this day, the standard work on the clarinet.
While in Britain, Dunbar was the leader of two jazz groups,
the ‘All British Colored Band’ and ‘Rudolph Dunbar and
his African Polyphony’. He made recordings with both of
them that set a trend for British Jazz. But it was in 1938,
that Dunbar achieved what many considered to be his finest
hour. He composed a ballet score Dance of the Twenty First
Century. This was written for Cambridge University, and it was
broadcast nationally on NBC television with Dunbar as the
conductor.
During his illustrious career, Rudolph Dunbar brought off
a number of “firsts”. For example, he was the first Black man
to conduct the London Philharmonic Orchestra (1942) at the
famous Royal Albert Hall. He was also the first Black person
to conduct the Berlin Philharmonic orchestra (1945), the
first Black person to conduct a Festival of American Music in
Paris (1945), and the first Black man to conduct an orchestra
in Poland in 1959, and Russia in 1964. Dunbar was also an
activist. He fought for opportunities for Blacks. He promoted
the compositions of Black composers in Europe, particularly
those of William Grant Still.
When he conducted the London Philharmonic at the
Royal Albert Hall, Dunbar used it as an occasion to raise
money for coloured soldiers fighting in the War. He was also
a war correspondent, and he even took part in the Normandy
Landings with a Black regiment. In 1944 the Americans
entered Paris, and a journalist, Ollie Stewart, who was with
Dunbar reports, “Rudolph Dunbar and I were walking along
the street yesterday, and at least a dozen women brought their
babies and children to us to be kissed”.
Dunbar gave concerts in many parts of the world, but
perhaps the most emotional of all occurred in July, 1951. In
that year he returned to British Guiana and was invited to
conduct the Militia Band in which he played as a child. As
Guyanese cheered an elderly man walked to the stage at the
end of the concert. He was Sergeant Major E.A. Carter, who 30
years earlier, had introduced Dunbar to music and the clarinet.
It was indeed a great moment.
The colonial government voted to give £5,000 to Dunbar
to show their appreciation to him for “contributions to the
Empire”. At his American debut, British cameras couldn’t get
enough of Dunbar. This led him to remark that, “they want to
show these films in the colonies and say, ‘Look what we have
done for Dunbar’ – but it is not the British who have done this
for me, it is the Americans”.
Was this the turning point of an impending dark force? It
is hard to say, but for the next 30 years, after all the limelight,
the life of Rudolph Dunbar took a strange twist. The concerts
dried up, and gradually he faded out of the public’s view.
He was convinced that the BBC railroaded his career. In an
interview, he stated that the BBC did everything possible to
prevent him from performing again. Dunbar died on a sunny
day, June 10, 1988, in obscurity.
His native Guyana should honour the contributions of this
great son by establishing the ‘Rudolph Dunbar Music School’,
and introducing his works in the national curriculum, among
other things. Dunbar is a legend that brought honour and
dignity to minorities, and we are proud of him.
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Gampat: Burnham’s economic experiment a colossal failure
Dr Ramesh Gampat, Guyana’s Great Economic Downswing,
1997-1990, Xlibris Us, October 19, 2020.

The effect was that both of these transformations, occurring
almost simultaneously, led to the strengthening of a political
dictatorship, and economic disaster for Guyana. It is this “dark”
period in Guyana’s development that has led to what Gampat
A review by Dr Baytoram Ramharack
conomic policy preferences and political power are
appropriately terms “The Great Economic Downswing,” a
inextricably linked together. Post-World War II leaders
14-year period during which the economy got smaller by 2.7
of newly-independent states are hard-pressed to strike
percent annually.
a balance between the two to ensure
The strength of the book lies in
the viability of the State. In the case of
its marshalling of reliable data to
Guyana, the economic and political
produce a comparative analysis that
impact of the Forbes Burnham/
convincingly supports a central theme,
People’s National Congress control of
namely that Burnham’s economic
Guyanese society since independence
experiment was a colossal failure,
remains an area that has generally been
especially when measured against
understudied by scholars.
economic indicators before 1977
A new study, undertaken by Dr
and after 1990. This downswing
Ramesh Gampat, and appropriately
is synonymous with the slide into
titled, Guyana’s Great Economic
dictatorship, decline of State functions,
Downswing, 1977-1990, takes readers
and the inability of the State to deliver
deep into the Forbes Burnham/
necessary resources to its population.
PNC years, and critically examines
Alternatively, when these factors are
Burnham’s bold attempt to mould a new
used as measurements before and after
Guyanese society with the imposition of
the downswing, the author notes that
an economic model consistent with his
Guyana’s economy shows economic
socialist ideology. Gampat, a Guyanesegrowth. During these years, Guyana
born economist who worked for three
witnessed out migration, a brain-drain,
decades with the United Nations
and growing corruption. One glaring
Dr Ramesh Gampat
Development Programme, has lived
fact shows the picture clearly: “Poverty
through the era in question.
rose from 30 percent of the population in 1971 to 86 percent
This important study falls within his “primary domain of
in 1989. For the 14 years preceding, during and after the Great
training and expertise”. His ability to present a reader-friendly, Downswing, the gain in life expectancy at birth was 1.4 years,
data-driven study on Guyana’s economic development exposes
1 year and 3 years respectively”. Guyana was on its way to
the PNC government’s failure on two levels during a crucial
becoming a failed State, competing with Haiti to be recognised
period during the young nation’s development: the need to
as the poorest nation in the Western Hemisphere.
establish a functioning democracy following independence,
The 14 years that represent the Great Downswing to which
and the experiment to transform the capitalist-oriented
Gampat referred were identified by a number of specific
Guyanese economy into a socialist one.
discernible characteristics of the Guyanese political economy.
This research creates an opportunity to compare the
They include:
characteristics of the Guyanese economy before, during, and
• Government ownership and control of about 80 percent
after the consolidation of the PNC dictatorship. Readers
of the economy by the early 1980s, leading to an overare compelled to note that the data provided as supporting
sized public sector, with the cooperative sector as the third
evidence for claims made by the author are quite convincing,
plank of a tri-sectoral economy;
revealing and reliable.
• An annual mean contraction of the economy by 2.7
More specifically, Gampat’s study focuses on Guyana’s
percent throughout the Great Downswing;
political and economic development, from 1977 to 1990,
• Massive build-up of government deficit, which averaged
a 14-year period that saw the two major transformative
44.2 percent of GDP;
developments in Guyana, the construction of a political
• Extraordinary deterioration of the physical infrastructure,
dictatorship, and the experiment in Cooperative Socialist
including roads, roads, drainage and irrigation canals, sea
economic development that was designed to “make the small
defense, school and health facilities leading to inefficient
man a real man”.
use of prime agricultural lands;
The construction of the political dictatorship was
• Steep decline in educational achievement and health care;
facilitated by “party paramountcy” under Forbes Burnham
• African-dominated institutions, denial of free and fair
and his ruling PNC. The other key aspect of the downswing
elections and entrenched racism;
was a bold move to nationalise and control the economy
Aside from the destruction of the economy, Burnham’s
under the guise of “cooperative socialism”. Both plans were
cooperative socialism had reduced the “size” of the small man,
designed to expand the role of the State and its institutions.
whose life span became shorter and body-mass index smaller
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via sheer malnutrition, and the sheer psychological stress of
insecurity and impoverishment. Gampat’s study can serve as
a lesson to Guyanese leaders about what type of policies are
bound to produce negative growth, or unwanted economic
decline.
The conclusions of the study are even more revealing.
The author identifies a number of important lessons that can
be learnt since Independence, particularly from the Great
Downswing. They include, among others:
• Economic growth is not the solution to the country’s longstanding and bitter ethnic problem. In Guyana, growth
averaged 3.4 percent since 1991, but ethnic conflict still
continue to increase;
• Corruption is inextricably linked to ethnic conflict
(tribalism) and political power;
• Discrimination, marginalisation, and victimisation of
Indians were hallmarks of the failed PNC experiment, and
ethnic conflict is still a factor in Guyanese politics today.
Written with great clarity, and supporting evidence, without
the usual economic models that often confuses the layman,
this book provides a clear understanding of an understudied
period in Guyana’s history, particularly the failed experiment
to introduce cooperative socialism under the Burnham
dictatorship.
Dictatorship is definitely not a solution to Guyana’s ethnic
problem, and its economic underdevelopment.

GTA women share stories of courage, growth, & transformation

T

he book 21 Resilient Women: Stories of Courage, Growth focused story titled ‘Finding Opportunity In Adversity’,
which underlines resilience in keeping with her way of life.
and Transformation is available at a time when the
Many of us can relate to what Taranum has written, with the
Covid-19 pandemic has many people searching for
hope and inspiration.
author saying, “My career life is filled with adventures to be
documented in a memoir someday.
Daisy Wright, Executive Leadership
Coach, based in Brampton, knows
Have you ever looked at some parts of
your life and thought, ‘Perhaps it could
that ordinary women often lead
make a good movie one day?’ Allow
extraordinary lives. Therefore, she
invited 20 women to share stories about
me to share a specific career experience
where I was made to feel inadequate –
their challenges, triumphs, and journeys
for a book that was released last month.
less than – and how it pulled me down
to the breaking point and back!”
“We are constantly bombarded
This is Taranum’s third book, with
with stories about celebrities’ lives,
her other texts being Ignite Your Life
but ordinary women have powerful
for Women, and Ignite Your Female
lessons to teach us. The women
in this book found the courage to
Leadership.
overcome challenges that range from
The other contributors write about
devastating health diagnoses to bias and
experiences that include immigrating
to Canada and having to work two jobs
discrimination. Others reflect on their
to support a family; starting non-profit
experiences of motherhood, menopause
organisations; being diagnosed with
and adapting to life in a new country.
a brain aneurism; and dealing with
I hope readers will see themselves in
some of these stories and say: ‘If she
microaggressions and harassment in the
corporate world.
overcame that, I can, too!’” Wright said.
Taranum Khan
Taranum Khan is among the
The 21 co-authors featured in the
contributors to the book. She was born, brought up, and
book reflect the diversity of the GTA. All are Canadians with
started her career in Jammu Kashmir, India, and is now a
roots in Canada, Chile, Venezuela, Guyana, India, Jamaica,
well recognised Outstanding Career Leader in Canada, and
Nigeria, Nepal, Philippines, Saint Lucia, Sri Lanka, Trinidad &
Tobago, and the United Kingdom. They were determined to
an international bestselling author. She has shared a career-
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use this sombre downtime that 2020 brought to do some deep
reflection and contribute to this legacy. They also decided that
part of the proceeds from the book's sales will be donated to a
local women’s shelter.
21 Resilient Women: Stories of courage, growth, and
transformation is for sale on Amazon and IngramSpark.
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Persaud makes Costa book shortlist

Our Poets Write

T

aid Shahabuddeen came from a legal background
in Guyana, where he practiced law. He later
emigrated to Canada in 2000, where he worked
with a law firm in Toronto. He has written two books of
historical nonfiction, which were published in 2003 and
2007, is a member of “Oakville Poetry & Prose,” where
he reads his poems to colleagues, and is also a member
of “Mississauga Writers Group”.
Struggling to Survive
So many people wallow in poverty and anguish,
Struggling so hard just to survive;
Even rummaging through garbage bins,
In their tattered clothing,
For bread crumbs and leftovers;
Just to eke out a daily existence.
While enduring overwhelming agony,
In the most miserable conditions,
Despite their desperate daily travails;
With many distraught souls committing suicide,
In order to escape unrelenting anguish.
It is surely time more empathy and compassion,
Be shown by governments to the poor and destitute,
Having subjected them to blatant indifference
For way too long; like an incurable disease.
For those countries that could afford it,
Universal Basic Incomes or unconditional cash transfers,
Should be delivered to the poor and wretched;
As it will surely reduce suicides and economic
constraints,
While lessening crimes and incarceration.
•••
View of the Bosphorus
The party was in full swing to the beat of Turkish music,
While the level of energy was indescribably vibrant,
With many happy faces... some dancing, the others
sitting;
As beautiful waitresses in colourful harem-style attire
Magically appeared and disappeared among the guests.
The view of the Bosphorus Strait at night was
spectacular...
With a most elegant suspension bridge in the distance,
Digitally displaying different colours throughout the
night,
As the steady flow of moist breeze energised us.
I could hear American, British and Eastern European
accents
And exalted accounts of visits to Turkish tourist sites;
Including Cappadocia, the Hagia Sophia and the
Topkapi Palace.
And as I gazed at the Bosphorus Strait during that
memorable night...
Images of the magnificent Byzantine and Ottoman
legacies
Immediately entered my imagination and consciousness.
•••
Forsaken
To be forsaken for someone else
Mottles the soul with much sadness
And chafes lovers into restlessness...
As they struggle for resilience.
And despite the hopeful moments
Of winning the heart of the beloved
It was never meant to be...
As it was just an elusive dream.
And while many tattered souls
Remain like fishes out of water...
Never overcoming the gloomy agony
Of being jilted and disappointed.
Others are truly more heroic...
By adjusting to the ill-starred reality
Of their sad and unfortunate situation
With tenacity and perseverance.
•••
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rinidad and Tobago-born author, Ingrid Persaud, has
on the Ramdin-Chetan family. It is told from three different
made the shortlist for the UK’s Costa book awards
narrative perspectives, and focuses on an unconventional
for her first novel, Love After Love. The Costa awards
household full of love and affection until the night when a
recognise the “most enjoyable” books across five categories,
glass of rum, a heart-to-heart, and a terrible truth tears the
and includes prizes for a first novel, biography, and poetry.
family unit apart.
Persaud’s Love After Love rose to the top out of 708 books
Persaud’s narrative also reaches out to the reader to consider
submitted this year.
what happens at the very brink of human forgiveness.As
The Costa Book Awards was launched in 1971,
well, it offers hope to those who have loved and lost,
and is one of the UK’s most prestigious and
and has yet to find their way back.
popular book prizes celebrating “the most
The novel received critical acclaim in the UK,
enjoyable books of the year by writers resident
with The Guardian’s Sara Collins noting Persaud’s
in the UK and Ireland”, according to its
“knack for finding the sublime in the ordinary”,
website.
adding, “[in Persaud’s] hands the quotidian
Five categories are awarded for a
details of even apparently ‘small’ lives lead to
First Novel, Novel, Biography, Poetry,
flashes of pure truth”. Collins also notes the
and Children’s Book. Out of the five
novel’s language is “colloquial, with both
categories, one of the five winning
narrative and dialogue soaked in an
books is selected as the overall
ear-catching Trinidadian dialect”.
Costa Book of the year.
Additionally, “The prose is playful
Each category is judged
and rhythmic, seeming to beat its
separately by a panel of three
own drum, so that at times you
judges per category. The Costa
don’t read the novel so much as hear
Book of the Year is chosen by a
it. You sit in its company while it
nine-member panel made up of
takes you into its confidence.”
Ingrid Persaud (Russell Watson photo)
representatives from the original
Collins also noted what makes
panels, and who are joined by other
Love After Love “so delightful is that
eminent persons who love reading. The author of the Costa
it reads like a modern meditation on the different kinds of
Book of the Year receives a £30,000 prize.
love as catalogued by the ancient Greeks, crossed with the
Persaud lives in the UK, and won the British Broadcasting
characters’ deliciously gossipy self-reflection”.
Corporation’s National Short Story Award in 2018, and the
Said Collins: “Persaud gives us a captivating interrogation of
Commonwealth Short Story Prize in 2017; she has also selflove in all its forms, how it heals and how it harms, the twists
published the novel, If I Never Went Home (2013). She began
and torments of obsession (mania), sex and romance (eros),
writing in her 40s, after a career as a legal academic, visual
family (storge), friendship (philia), acceptance or rejection by
artist, and a project manager.
the community, and so on. But much like the Derek Walcott
Persaud read law at the London School of Economics,
poem from which it takes its title, the novel is ultimately
studied fine arts at Goldsmith College and Central St Martins,
concerned with the possibilities of that elated and oddly elegiac
and taught law at King’s College, London.
moment when we finally come to love ourselves.”
Love After Love is set in modern day Trinidad, and centres
The award winner will be announced in January, 2021.

Let’s say another prayer for the US
When the law-abiding majority is quiet,
the lawless minority runs riot
When moral midgets rule the roost,
Civil folks find themselves in a noose!
Unlit Roads 2000, Bernard Heydorn

N

ovember has cast a long shadow over the world. The
attempt to usurp democracy and install a tyranny
is in full swing in the US after
the majority of the population voted for a
Democratic President-elect, Joe Biden. The
Bernard
triple effects of natural disasters, a raging
Heydorn
pandemic, and a gangster-style president
intent on stealing the recent elections have
taken their toll.
The natural disasters have been made
worse by President Donald Trump’s policy on climate change.
The pandemic has been aided and abetted by his personal
example, and disregard of science and common sense. The
Republican attack on the legitimacy of the presidential
elections, led by Trump, has thrown the country into a state
of ongoing confusion and division. The majority of the
country clearly voted for President-elect Biden. Trump’s court
challenges – lies, fabrications, imaginations, and propaganda
have been shown for what they are. Yet his base continues to
believe, to trust, to follow the sociopathic leader whose job is
to protect the nation, not to destroy it.
The background to this is that Americans are suffering
and dying by the hundreds of thousands from Covid-19, with
millions projected to follow. The president has turned his back
on all of this to go golfing on a regular basis. This is a leader
who utilises the playbook of Hitler, Stalin, Putin and other
current dictators like the leaders of China and North Korea.
His tools are propaganda, double speak, tell a lie, make
it very big, repeat it over and over and it will take root with
masses of people. It will fall on the receptive ears of the racists,
the anti-immigrants, the religious fanatics, the mercenary, the
money hungry individuals, the greedy, the uneducated, the
simple-minded, the sexist, the bully, the irrational nationalist
(Make America Great Again), the narrow-minded, the
criminal, the gangster, the fearful – the patchwork of citizenry
from which the potential dictator can put out baits and dog
whistle for blind support. “Be ready!”, he told his followers.
It has worked in Naziism, Stalinism, gangsterism, and now
Trumpism. History repeats itself.
The result is often a form of cultism, evident in mass
hysteria, in Jimmy Jones followers in Jonestown in Guyana,

and gangland behaviour. Along the way, Trump has dragged
the American nation down to the level of what he himself
had called “s***-hole” countries – high unemployment, street
gangs, poor health services for the masses, and little prospects
for improvement.
His propaganda has resulted in a form of mind-control,
so that folks are believing that everything is possible and
nothing is true! This is the bedrock of “conspiracy theories”.
This leads to division, confusion, doubt,
and the death of democracy. Your vote does
not count. It can disappear like “magic”
according to Trump. It is a form of what is
called “gaslighting”, leading to self-doubt.
The perpetrators project their own lies and
deceptions on to others, and in the end
believe their own lies to be true! Trump
believes that he will still be President of the US. I suspect that
he will still believe this when he is led away to the “nut house”
or the “pen” at the end of his four-year term.
At that time, the cowardly Republican senators and enablers
in the Republican party will probably split. Some will resign
and retire, having contributed to the swamp. Others will try
to regroup under the old GOP banner of the Republicanism
of the Bushes and Reagan, and claim innocence from Trump’s
alleged criminality. A third, led by the progeny of Trump, or
Trump himself, could attempt another takeover of the country.
The base still has good potential as they will continue to be
brainwashed by Trumpism; the radical right media, the fanatic
and “religious” zealots, and underhand dirty deeds to ensure
that the Biden presidency does not succeed. Trump’s ties with
Putin and Russia will probably get even stronger as Putin has
ensured that he stays in power for decades to come. However,
Trump, in all likelihood, will not spend a day in jail, backed
by the obsolete and archaic Constitution and his appointed
Republican judges.
Trumpism will continue to spread in and out of the US. We
are not immune from it in Canada. It is as close as your next
door neighbour, friend, relative, co-worker, or a Canadian
politician, waiting for the right time to come out in the open.
There is no vaccine to eradicate it. The news for Christmas
2020 is as dark as the skies of November. As Melania Trump
was recorded saying, “Who gives a f*** about the Christmas
stuff?”
That goodness exists, and sanity returns to the US, we can
only hope and pray. Trump’s legacy and alleged criminality will
stain the divided nation for many years to come. If the creeks
don’t rise and the sun shines I’ll be talking to you.
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UNC divided over choice of leader

Race heats up for
UNC leadership
From Page 1
a bit of a difference. Eight hundred is a small number,
with everyone putting in an effort together, we might
have taken the 20th seat for the UNC.”
Gosein was supported by another UNC member,
Damian Lyder. According to Lyder, the UNC needs a
strong leader in Persad-Bissessar since the PNM is robbing citizens of their rights.
“We’re witnessing… live in our faces, where there
are Venezuelans walking in our country daily who have
more rights than our own citizens. They’re coming by the
hundreds and thousands, and given rights to stay, while
our citizens are left
languishing in foreign lands,” Lyder
declared.
He noted if people
wanted to be UNC
leader, then they had
to work to earn it the
way Persad-Bissessar
did.
“Where
were
they in 2020, when
we needed them the
most? We walked St
Joseph, sweat and
rain, [while Bharath]
was sheltering in a
Jack Warner
pineapple patch in
Moruga. What he was doing there when we UNC had an
election to win?”
Last week Bharath claimed the odds were being
stacked against him to lose. Monday saw the UNC’s
internal elections committee cancelling a meeting with
his group that was scheduled for today. In cancelling the
meeting, chairman Ramesh Persad-Maharaj condemned
Bharath for attacking the committee.
Bharath swiftly countered by demanding the immediate resignation of the committee’s members for failing to
address his concerns about the elections.
Meanwhile, former government minister Jack Warner
came forward in support of Bharath for the leadership.
Warner called on UNC members to vote for Bharath
in a recording that was being circulated in communities,
including his former Chaguanas West area.
In the message, Warner stated (with the theme from
the movie Rocky playing in the background), “Dear
friends, my name is Jack Warner, your former MP who
you said in the past has been the best MP you ever had.
Today I urge you to vote for Vasant Bharath as political
leader of the UNC.”
He added, “And if you do that, once again, you’ll
have me in your corner – I urge you to what is right
for the party and the country. Today I urge you to vote
for Vasant Bharath as the political leader of the UNC. I
thank you.”
Warner is recovering from Covid-19 following his
infection in September.

Port-of-Spain – Former and now inactive UNC MPs
remained divided last week between Kamla Persad-Bissessar
and Vasant Bharath for leader in the upcoming internal elections due to take place on December 6.
Last week Persad-Bissessar’s supporters rejected the call from
Bharath, which was made to the party’s base, asking them to set
aside party loyalty and to vote out incumbent leader PersadBissessar.
Bharath made the call to action during a virtual meeting
from his home in Debe, south Trinidad last Thursday. During
the meeting, Bharath claimed the area’s MP, Oropouche East
MP Dr Roodal Moonilal, was promised the UNC leadership by
Persad-Bissessar following her resignation in 2023.
However, Moonilal dismissed Bharath’s claims, saying, “I
am extremely busy in a fight
with [Prime Minister Dr
Keith Rowley] and the PNM
Women’s League. I don’t have
time for Mr Bharath right
now.”
Moonilal added he was
also busy making preparations to argue before a
National Security Joint
Select Committee this week
over what was described
as a breakdown in national
security, and international
condemnation over the government’s handling of the
Kamla Persad-Bissessar
Venezuelan refugee crisis.
“Vasant will have to take a back seat for now, until I deal with
those matters,” Moonilal said.
However, UNC general secretary and Oropouche West MP
Dave Tancoo responded, saying, “Vasant Bharath’s campaign
has hit a new low... I received several calls from UNC members
reporting that Vasant’s campaign had launched a despicable
attack, on radio, on a young woman who has been a role model
to many young women in our party. This matter will have legal
consequences,” he said.
Recalling Persad-Bissessar’s milestone achievements as
Trinidad and Tobago’s first female Attorney General and its
Prime Minister, Tancoo declared, “If people put God out of
their thoughts, and hand this party over to men who participate
or condone attacks against women who hold public office on
behalf of the UNC, they will set us back 30 years.”
Tancoo noted that Persad-Bissessar has attracted many
women and young people to serve in leadership roles in the
UNC.
Princes Town MP Barry Padarath also indicated his support
for Persad-Bissessar, noting that Bharath continues to insult the
UNC’s membership.
“Vasant should be the last one to speak about blind loyalty.
He held on to the coattails of [Basdeo] Panday after the membership spoke convincingly in [January] 2010, and voted for
Kamla,” he said.
Padarath recalled that in 2010, Bharath refused to sign a
letter to the President, which was signed by other UNC MPs,
endorsing Persad-Bissessar to replace Panday as Opposition
leader. Padarath declared: “No amount of insults or intimidation will deter UNC members from supporting Kamla PersadBissessar.”
Chaguanas East MP Vandana Mohit also weighed in with

his support, saying, “The last time I checked, the UNC is a
representation of Trinidad and Tobago. Mrs Persad-Bissessar’s
leadership represents Trinidad and Tobago. The membership
of the UNC has a clear vision. Hence they rejected him and his
team before, and they will do it again.”
However, support emerged for Bharath within the UNC,
with party stalwart Carlos John urging a change in the party’s
leadership. He was a former MP during the Panday regime.
On Monday, John said a change in the party will be a breath of
fresh air.
“Looking at UNC, it’s stagnated and requires rebirth. We give
everyone full kudos for their contribution; but when the race
ends, it’s beneficial for the entity, and the country it’s entrusted
to protect to hand over the baton,” John said.
Also,
while
former
Congress of the People MP
Prakash Ramadhar indicated
he was ineligible to vote in
the UNC internal election,
he noted Bharath would be
an asset to any party.
“ ...When Vasant was in
the People’s Partnership, he
was always an asset, and
whenever there was difficulty, he had a solution. I look
forward to a healthy UNC
election as they’re the legitimate Opposition essential to
democracy,” Ramadhar said.
Vasant Bharath
Former
MP
Stacy
Roopnarine indicated she was not involved in the UNC elections, and had not yet “decided if she’d vote”.
Ex-Oropouche West MP Vidya Guyadeen-Gopeesingh said,
“I wish everyone the best… I’ll support who can take UNC into
government, and who’d would have appreciated foot soldiers’
work.”
Former MP Suruj Rambachan expressed concern about possible low voter turnout in elections. He said Persad-Bissessar’s
campaign had failed to present plans for the UNC, and was
depending on its members’ emotions.
“Having people sign support letters and make statements
doesn’t point to deep changes,” Rambachan said.
Noting Bharath presented a plan, Rambachan said he was in
disagreement with the narrative that the election was about a
culture of Indian loyalty.
Said Rambachan: “UNC supporters left the party in 1981
for ONR. They also left to support COP. They change for the
right reason, and where they’re convinced, you’re presenting
a logical case. They’ve never been afraid to change. [Winston]
Dookeran won Tunapuna. But the same voters didn’t vote for
UNC in 2015.”
He added: “Divisions now being created will last a long, long
time. I won’t be surprised if people search for and even create
their own third force, or force unity, like they did in 1983 with
the accommodation that led to NAR.”
Rambachan said the UNC’s campaign has been acrimonious, especially on social media, and he felt there was risk of low
turnout.
“A divided UNC will fall in 2025. The road to recuperation
after elections will be long. I don’t think there’ll be full healing;
this election was brutal for the wrong reasons. But members
must put a halt to the rut that’s set in – direct what they want.”

Visitations as these have been a continuing occurrence
for several years without a solution in sight, she lamented.
Additionally, it seems that this year the number of mosquitoes
have hit exponential numbers.
Maharaj was notably incensed when she reached out, noting
the issue was now getting under the skin of Icacos residents.
“This is getting ridiculous and it’s very disturbing. For more
than a week now these things come out… They come out all
hours of the day, and you will see smoke coming from every
home here trying to get rid of them. Even though the homes are
sealed off, they keep coming,” she said.
Additionally, “The regional corporation came and sprayed,
but [the mosquitoes] kept coming back. We called the Ministry
of Health, but we aren’t getting an answer. Just this morning I
went to work and there were hundreds on the ground. How
are we supposed to live like this? We are afraid of what these
things can cause – dengue, malaria. Every day it’s something
we think of.”
According to Councillor Shankar Teelucksingh, the exponential growth in the mosquito population is a direct consequence of Icacos’ rising sea levels, and world climate change.
He noted that recent flooding in the area has created an optimal

breeding ground.
Said Teelucksingh: “Icacos is under sea level, and we have
something called king tide. Whenever you have king tide, the
salt water comes up through the main water courses and floods
houses in the low-lying areas. This infestation is the second
hatch that comes out again after the flooding, so directly after
the flooding there were large numbers, and here we have a
second set.”
He added: “Every year for the past six years since I’ve been
in council, and I can go back ten years it gets worse each year.
It is an effect of global warming, and clearing of structures, and
plants and so on. All of these things contribute, but the main
thing is the high tide at the end of the year.”
Teelucksingh said mosquito outbreaks are typically handled by the Ministry of Health’s Vector Control Department.
However, he said the ministry has procurement issues getting
equipment and chemicals.
“The Siparia Regional Corporation was notified, and… they
are going to do some spraying in the area. This is based on the
advice from public health officers: we have to spray every six
weeks. However, if you spray too often, it will affect human life
and other insects,” he said.

Icacos residents pray for spray in battle with mosquito hordes

Port-of-Spain – The recent flooding in the southern region
of Icacos has seen incubation of pestilential swarms of mosquitoes that are now tormenting residents. Even as nationals
living in the area deal with the hardships wrought by national
restrictions due to the pandemic, at the same time they are
complaining that they are simultaneously facing an epidemic in
miniaturised but stinging proportions.
One tormented resident, Shaeeda Maharaj, was so incensed
that she video recorded a typical trip taken into her front yard.
According to Maharaj, the second she set foot outside her front
door she was assailed by swarms of mosquitoes that quickly
blanketed her legs.
She said it is now normal to see clouds of mosquitoes hovering in the area, adding that residents have taken to following the
swarms in futile attempts to “smoke out” the plague.
However, despite the best effort of this infantry of smokeemitting foot soldiers taking the fight to the enemy, it appears
impossible to hold back the oncoming insect charge. Maharaj
noted that she felt personally stung by the failure of her desperate and futile struggle to contain the invasion. Adding insult to
injury was the fact that despite the name “mosquito” has the
word “quit” in it, there was no stopping the voracious insects.
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FIRST INTERNATIONAL
PHAGWA CONFERENCE 2021
Theme:
Date:
Location:
Tel/Fax:

Phagwa (Holi) in the Global Village: Traditions, Innovations and Future
Developments
13-14 March 2021; Time: 9.00 am—5.00 pm. Platform: Virtual Conference
(Zoom)
NCIC Nagar, 28-38 Narsaloo Ramaya Marg, Endeavour, Chaguanas 502128,
Trinidad, W.I.
(868) 671-6242 / 789-9101; Email: phagwafipc2021@gmail.com; pgoopta@
hotmail.com; Website: http://www.ncictt.com

CALL FOR PAPERS
The National Council of Indian Culture (Trinidad and Tobago) Heritage Center invites you to
submit abstract proposals for a Virtual International Academic Conference entitled “Phagwa
(Holi) in the Global Village” to be held on Saturday 13th and Sunday 14th March, 2021.

Venezuelan refugees come onshore in south Trinidad

Call for proactive refugee policy
UNC says govt’s response erratic & reactive
Port-of-Spain – The government should
He added: “This must be the first order of
stop its reactive responses to refugee matters, business for the recently appointed JSC on
and take a more proactive role through formu- Foreign Affairs. We cannot continue to operate
lation of a comprehensive policy, the UNC said by ‘vaps’ [an erratic, reactive response] on this
last week. It added refugee matters should also important matter.”
top the agenda of the recently-appointed Joint
According to the UNC, if Trinidad and
Select Committee on Foreign Affairs.
Tobago were to have a clear and well-com“As it stands our refugee policy is developed municated refugee policy, “then there will
on the fly, seemingly by the PM taking his own be no ambiguity regarding [Trinidad and
counsel, without full ventilation of the issues, Tobago’s] position on a number of situations
and in reaction to ongoing events,” Naparima likely to arise with our Venezuelan migrants/
MP Rodney Charles said late last week.
refugees”. Only then will all local and foreign
He also called on Prime
parties be fully apprised of the
Minister Dr Keith Rowley to
nation’s policy, and the reasonemulate the more reasonable and
ing behind it, the UNC said.
mature communication style
Charles noted that with a
of his Barbadian counterpart,
clear policy in place, local nonPrime Minister Mia Mottley.
governmental organisations and
Charles’ statement follows
stakeholders like the Trinidad
divided opinions and an uproar
and Tobago Coast Guard, the
over a government decision that
Trinidad and Tobago Police
saw 16 Venezuelan children and
Service, the Immigration
11 adults hastily deported from
Department, Parliament, and
Cedros late last month.
nationals “will be in no doubt
The alarm on the governas to what is required of them
Nafeesa Mohammed
ment’s inhumane action was
in a variety of situations such
raised by Attorney Nafeesa Mohammed, the as arose recently with the deportation of
attorney representing the refugee groups in Venezuelans, including children and a fourcourt. According to Mohammed, the children month-old baby”.
and nine women were held in the Chatham
The UNC also called on the government to
area and detained. The group was then ejected have at hand critical hard data to inform this
from Trinidad hours before a habeas corpus policy, as well as a serious policy to lock down
hearing was due.
the national borders.
However, the traumatised and weather-beatCharles also called on Rowley to emulate
en women and children returned to Trinidad “Barbados Prime Minister Mia Mottley in the
a day later. Further outcry by compassion- quality, depth, tone, reasonableness and matuate, well-meaning nationals erupted over the rity of her utterances”.
minors being held for days in jail cells in the
Meanwhile, last week Mohammed warned
Erin Police Station .
the government to be careful with its words
At a news conference, National Security so as not to stir up xenophobia against the
Minister Stuart Young claimed the children foreigners.
were not deported, but had been found in
Said Mohammed: “What is unfortunate is
local waters, taken in and questioned, and then that the utterances from the highest levels…
“guided back” into Venezuelan waters.
[were] geared towards stirring the pot on the
However, a group of observers, includ- ground, when it was said it is a matter for the
ing citizens and rights organisations, accused people… This is a matter that requires careful
Young and the government of cruelty, and of handling. It requires diplomacy. These are sendisowning its signed obligations under the sitive matters involving national security. This
UN’s 1951 Refugee Convention in November should not be about stirring up xenophobia.”
2000, and the International Convention of the
Mohammed also accused the government
Rights of the Child in 1991.
of having no policy to deal with the refugees,
Among those concerned about the govern- noting the situation would only embarrass
ment’s move were the UN Office of the High Trinidad and Tobago’s international reputation.
Commissioner for Human Rights in Trinidad
“Our policy framework and the administraand Tobago, and Venezuelan Opposition lead- tive mechanisms… is not in keeping with the
er, Juan Guaidó.
best practices that are recognised internationCharles said the UNC was renewing its ally. The mass migration that we have been
“five-year-old call for a comprehensive refugee experiencing has intensified since 2017, and we
policy that is humane, consensually developed, have taken too long.”
acknowledges our international treaty obligaShe added: “This was bound to have
tions and the skills gaps in our country, is con- imploded for some time now. The registration
sistent with our laws and global best practices, and amnesty were just a plaster on a sore. The
and most importantly recognises the limits of problem is a management issue, and we need to
our absorptive capacity”.
get our systems in place.”
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BACKGROUND
The Phagwa festival (Holi) has been an integral
part of the lives of Diasporic Indians the world
over. While it has gained in popularity over the
years, few efforts have been made to study this
festival from an academic standpoint.
Phagwa is a Hindu festival celebrating the end
of the dreary winter and the onset of spring in
India in the month of Phagun in the Hindu calendar. In urban India it is called Holi while in
most parts of the Diaspora it is called Phagwa. It
is observed in the month of March and the day
is marked by fun and merriment as celebrants
spray a red liquid dye (abir) on each other. For
the Phagwa Festival conventional barriers are
abandoned and songs like Hori, Dhrupad, Thumri, Kajri, Basant, Ulaaraa and Chowtaal are
sung as celebrants dance and rejoice at open
air venues. Apart from national celebrations in
India, it is annually celebrated in most areas of
the Indian Diaspora in North America, Europe,
New Zealand, Fiji, Mauritius, South Africa, the
West Indies and other areas where Indians have
settled. In Guyana it is a public holiday.
OBJECTIVES
The objectives of the conference are:
• To present and encourage opportunities for
diasporic researchers and scholars to engage
in global dialogue on the Phagwa Festival.
• To advance the achievement of a progressive
Indian diasporic Phagwa world community
through collaboration and dialogue on various issues through research, the exchange
of ideas, concerns, solutions, problems, and
professional relationships.
• To compare and contrast Phagwa celebrations across the world.
• To foster collaboration amongst organisations engaged in the propagation of diasporic research and activities.
• To promote Phagwa in the global village
through various media.
• To initiate the creation of an international
digital archive of the Phagwa festival consisting of photos, research papers, articles,
audio and video materials, interviews, art,
newspaper clippings, and other digital materials.
• To explore the role of the Phagwa Festival in
community development & nation building.
• To publish high quality research papers on
the Phagwa Festival.
TOPICS
The topics derived from the conference theme
and listed below are not exhaustive. Additional
topics may be added as long as they contribute
to the body of knowledge of the Phagwa Festival and relate to the theme of the conference.
Historical Perspectives
1. The origins of Phagwa.
2. Historical experiences that have shaped the
Phagwa Festival over the years.
3. Cultural and social impact of the Phagwa
festival.
4. Phagwa Festival during & after Indentureship.
5. The (early) use of stimulants (e.g. Bhang, alcohol, etc.) in the Phagwa Festival.
Current Practice and Innovations Globally
6. Phagwa as a Community Festival.
7. Developing trends in the Phagwa Festival

in India and the Indian Diaspora.
8. Equality and Freedom in the Phagwa Festival.
9. Youth in the Phagwa Festival.
10. Portrayal of Phagwa in the literature, film,
art, media, and other fora.
11. Phagwa as an all-inclusive festival.
12. Gender issues in the Phagwa Festival.
13. The songs of the Phagwa Festival (Chowtaal, Ulaara, filmi, Pichakaree, and others).
14. Phagwa as a community voice – The Kendra
Phagwa Festival Pichakaaree Competition,
15. The romanticisation of the Phagwa Festival
in Indian movies.
16. Children’s Phagwa Festival.
17. Similarities between Phagwa and other festivals.
18. The Phagwa Festival in the context of the
environment and sustainability issues.
19. The influence and impact of Indian scriptures in the Phagwa Festival (Ramayana,
Bhagwat etc.).
Future Developments
20. The value of including Phagwa as a national/prominent festival in the diaspora.
21. The role of NGOs in promoting Phagwa.
22. Partnering with the State and private sector
organisations in promoting Phagwa.
23. Non-traditional presentations and celebrations of the festival using technology.
DOCUMENTARIES, VIDEOS &
LIVE PERFORMANCES
A call is also made for the submission of Documentaries, Videos, and recorded performances
for the conference.
Kindly submit a brief description of the item for
consideration by the Local Conference Organising Committee. These items would be played
during the intermission periods. Documentaries, videos, and performances will be archived,
placed on our websites, as well as featured on
traditional and social media, subject to permission granted from the producers.
CONFERENCE PRESENTATIONS
• The conference will be in English.
• Participants will be allowed 15 minutes
(maximum) on the day of the conference to
present a summary of their papers. PowerPoint presentations for this purpose will be
welcomed.
• Panels will comprise up to 4 presentations.
• Abstracts (250 words) and a short Bio (2
paragraphs) must be submitted by 15 December, 2020.
• Completed Papers should not exceed 5,000
words.
IMPORTANT DATES
Conference dates: 13-14 March 2021
Submission of Abstracts: 15 December 2020
Notification of acceptance of paper: 20
December, 2020
Full paper submission: 20 February 2021
Abstracts and full papers should be submitted
in MSWord format, single spaced, using Times
New Roman, 12 point. Full papers should be
submitted in MLA Format.
SUBMISSION OF ABSTRACTS
Submission of abstracts and papers should
be sent via email to: The Chairman, NCIC
First International Phagwa Conference, phagwafipc2021@gmail.com, and copied to pgoopta@hotmail.com; Tel: 1-868-470-0133
CERTIFICATES OF PARTICIPATION
Certificates of participation will be presented to
all conference participants within two weeks of
the conclusion of the conference.

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE
Trinidad: Dr. Primnath Gooptar, (Chair), Deoroop Teemal, Dr. Jerome Teelucksingh,
Professor Brinsley Samaroo, Surujdeo Mangaroo, Geeta Ramsingh – Vahini, Dr.
Deokinanan Sharma, Satyanan Gosine (National Phagwa Council), Pt. Jaidath Maharaj
(Swaha), SDMS, Dr. Sherry Ann Singh, Amrica Seepersad, Shawn Ramjit & Dr.V.Vijay
Maharaj.
International: Dr. Tara Singh (New York), Pt. Ravi Sharma (Canada), Gangaram Panday
(Suriname), A. Anroedh (Suriname), Dr. Vindhya Persaud (Guyana), Preetema J.
Pahaladsing (Suriname), Sarita Boodhoo (Mauritius ), Prof. Molly Kaushal (India), Dr.
Sunil Kumar (Fiji/New Zealand), Prof. Mohan Gautam (Netherlands), Dr. Anjali Singh
(India), Ujjwal Rabidas (India), Pt Teeluck Seerattan Maharaj (New York), Annapurna
Pandey (USA), Kalpana Hiralal (South Africa), Rishi Gupta (India), Bisnauth Persaud
(London), Kathleen Boodhai (London), Sarita Nandmehar (India), Vishnu Bisram (USA),
Kiran K. Jankee (Mauritius), Chand Gupta (USA), Archana Tewari (India), & Farzana
Gounder (Fiji/New Zealand).
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Hindi Movie Review

Passion barely muted in Barsaat’s love story

grief shakes the foundation of Gopal’s cynicism, then the
By Anuradha Warrier
strength of Reshma’s faith teaches him what true love means.
he story of Barsaat is a tale of two diametrically
The character slowly grows in empathy, and there is true
opposite men – city slickers both – their attitudes
repentance, an aching wish to be a better man and the urge to
towards life and love couldn’t be more different.
make reparation. The value of ‘forever love’ is a lesson that is
Gopal (Premnath) is a happy-go-lucky hedonist, who only
tragically learnt. Premnath also gets most of the humourous
lives for the moment. His best friend, Pran (Raj Kapoor), is a
throwaway lines in the film, as befits his character.
poet who looks humorously upon his friend’s adventures and
Unlike his characters in most
misadventures, though his
of his other films, Raj Kapoor’s
philosophy of life and love is
Pran is a straightforward,
more serious.
decent man. Someone who
Are they two men, or the
believes in true love, and
externalisation of one man's
continues to love the woman he
internal conflict? At one point,
is convinced he has lost forever.
driven almost mad by Pran’s
Someone whose philosophy is
grief, Gopal bursts out, “Mera
to be kind to others, to cause
bhi tumhari tarah tadapne ko
others as little pain as possible.
jee chahta hain.” (“I want to
It is hard to watch this film
suffer as you do.”) Pran concurs
and not believe in such love; to
– perhaps they are one, after
watch him and Nargis together,
all. Because, “Kabhi kabhi
and not believe they loved each
toh main bhi tumhe dekhkar
other.
yahi sochta hoon ki shaayad
His Pran is serious, sensitive
tum mera hii doosra roop ho.”
and emotional. In one crucial
(“Looking at you, I sometimes
scene, where Gopal forces
feel you are another part of
him to go to a whore, Pran is
me”). Two men, two ways of
Nargis (Reshma)
initially contemptuous – she
loving, or one man, warring
sells love? That contempt
with himself? Of course, Gopal
dissolves into pain when he
can’t be serious for too long.
sees her reality – respectfully,
Perhaps they should combine
he touches her feet.
forces and love one girl – that
The relationship between
would be the perfect love.
him and Gopal is finely etched
Barsaat is the love story
– they bicker companionably
of these two men and their
about their differing
loves, underlined by a vein
philosophies, but underneath it
of melancholy. If Aag showed
all is a deep, abiding affection
how love could be subdued,
for each other. Even when
restrained, and sacrificial,
Gopal is deriding Pran as
then Barsaat burst forth with
‘Kavi Maharaj’, still stuck in
passion barely muted and the
the 18th century, and Pran is
promise of ‘forever’.
describing Gopal as “vasana
Reshma (Nargis) and Pran
aur hawas ke pujari”, there is an
could hardly have evoked more
understanding between them
passion than if they made love
that transcends these labels.
on screen – the physicality of
Nimmi (Neela)
“Mere sabse bade kamzori tum
the emotion between the leads
ho – na chhod sakta hoon na
would come to fruition in the
rah sakta hoon…”, complains
“Dum bhar ke udhar munh
Gopal. (“You're my greatest
phero” sequence in Awara, as
weakness; I can neither leave
well as in the raw emotional
you nor stay with you”).
scene that follows. Here, two
The despoiling of innocence
pairs of eyes gazing into each
is a theme that Kapoor would
other, a maiden swooning as
return to, over and over again.
a man supports her with one
The purity of love, the fires that
arm, his violin loosely held in
sanctify it, the innocence that
the other, depicted passion at
is besmirched by a cruel world,
its rawest.
would find its resonance in
Nargis, barely 20 then
future films.
(she celebrated her 20th
Here, the personification of
birthday on the sets of the
that theme is Neela – the hill
film), brought her rustic,
maiden who spends her life
innocent Reshma to life. Her
waiting for a man who had
real-life habit of wrinkling
Raj Kapoor (Pran) and Premnath (Gopal)
never cared for her other than
her nose and sniffing became
as a seasonal dalliance. Yet
a charming part of her
she, like Reshma, is true to her
on-screen character. Her
love. Unfortunately, she, unlike Reshma, doesn’t get a “happily
narrative arc, from a young girl who is blissfully in love to a
ever after”. Nimmi’s debut saw her don a persona which would
woman scarred by separation, but who never loses her faith in
her ‘pardesi’ to a quasi-‘mem’ whose love is the stronger for the become second skin – I doubt there is one film where Nimmi
gets a happy ending!
trials she has undergone, was a well-scripted one, and Nargis
Barsaat is the monsoon season, or even the rains, but there
rose to the occasion.
is nary a drop on screen until the climax when the rain clouds
In one early scene, when she still doesn’t understand the
hint at the darkness of grief. However, the mood is always
depth of her feelings for Pran, she asks him, “Ye tumhara pyar
there, evoked by song, by music, by words… Jal Mistry’s
bhi kaisa hai jisme shuru se aansu bhi shaamil hai?” (“What sort
cinematography captures the misty hills and vales beautifully,
of love is this that encompasses tears at the very beginning?”). Her
puzzlement, the depth of her feelings, her final understanding of framing scenes so that one gets the feeling of being in the
hills during the rains. His innovative chiaroscuro created deft
his, all find expression in her mobile face and expressive eyes.
shadows and angled lighting, lending gloss to the narrative.
Premnath, similarly, played the path of a thoughtless cad to
Barsaat saw the debut of Shailendra as lyricist and Shankarperfection. When Nimmi’s character Neela is singing Barsaat
Jaikishan as music directors. Their spectacular score played no
mein humse mile tum sajan tumse mile hum, he’s already lost
small part in making the film a blockbuster. Barsaat’s success
interest. It’s not just his face; his entire body language – the
established Lata Mangeshkar as a voice to reckon with, allowed
mindless tossing of peanuts into his mouth, the careless
Raj Kapoor to build RK Studios, gave him his studio’s iconic
lounging, the disinterested departure before the performance
logo and his “dream team”, and immortalised him and Nargis
ends – speaks volumes.
as a romantic pair.
The redemption of a cad through the love of a good
Barsaat is important for another reason – it immortalised
woman is not an unknown trope; yet here, when redemption
Nargis as an integral part of RK films – in its iconic logo.
comes, it doesn’t happen overnight. If the madness of Pran’s
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Songs from Barsaat
Click on song to play
1. Hawa Mein Udta Jaaye - Lata Mangeshkar
2. Jiya Beqarar Hai Chhayee Bahar - Lata
Mangeshkar
3. Patli Qamar Hai Tirchhi Nazar Hai Mukesh & Lata
4. Ab Mera Kaun Sahara - Raj Kapoor - Lata
5. Chhod Gaye Balam Mujhe - Lata
6. Zindagi Mein Hardam Rota Hi - Mohammed
Rafi
7. Bichhde Huye Pardesi - Lata
8. Barsaat Mein Humse Mile Tum - Lata
9. O Mujhe Kisi Se Pyar Ho Gaya - Lata
10. Meri Aankhon Mein Bas Gaya Koi Re - Lata
Music composers: Shanker-Jaikishan
Song writers: Hasrat Jaipuri & Shailendra
Singers: Mukesh, Lata Mangeshkar, Mohammed Rafi

D

ue to the success of this movie, Raj Kapoor was
able to buy RK studios. An iconic scene from
this movie involving Raj Kapoor and Nargis
became the inspiration for the Kapoor’s production
company (RK Studios) logo.
Actress Nimmi started her career with this movie.
Shanker-Jaikishan were assistants of music composer
Ram Ganguly who had composed music for R.K.’s
first film Aag. In Barsaat Shanker-Jaikishan were the
independent music composers for the first time, and so
were Hasrat Jaipuri and Shailendra as lyricsts. Later, all of
then became very successful in their fields.
Not wanting to sell his poetry, lyricist Shailendra
had turned down Kapoor’s offer for his previous film
Aag (1948). Later when Shailendra’s wife developed a
medical complication, he approached Kapoor for financial
assistance and got Rs. 500 from him. When Shailendra
went to return the loan, Kapoor refused the money, and
asked him to give him two songs instead. It was in these
circumstances that Shailendra made his film debut.
•••
arsaat was Kapoor’s second film as a filmmaker.
His first film was Aag in 1948. It was written by
Ramanand Sagar with Cinematography by Jal
Mistry. Forty-six years later, in 1996, Mistry worked again
in an R.K. Film – Prem Granth.
Kapoor was in his 20s when he made Barsaat, after
which he became one of the top filmakers. Ramamand
Sagar, who wrote this film, later became a major filmaker.
Sagar lived in a bungalow called Theresa Villa in
Malad, located between the jungles. One night Kapoor
walked through the jungles to meet him, and to ask
him to write Barsaat’s script. He took Nargis to Sagar’s
bungalow to discuss the script; in the end she was in tears.
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The Golden Years of Indian Cinema

Salilda harmonised east & west
‘I want to create a style that transcends borders’

S

By Gautam Choudhury
conspicuously apart from almost all other Indian composers.
alil Chowdhury, affectionately known as ‘Salilda’
In the 1950s, Salil started composing modern Bengali
to millions of his admirers, was one of the greatest
songs, which were so radically different in their style, lyrics
musical talents India ever had; he was a man of many
and melody, that Bengalees were startled. Till then the
talents. He was not only an outstanding lyricist and
traditional role of a composer was just to compose a song
composer, an accomplished and gifted arranger, poet, writer
with simple instrumental accompaniment or, at best, a kind of
and a playwright, but above all, an intellectual.
instrumental respite. The lyricist was someone else. Concept of
A master multi-instrumentalist, he played excellent flute,
an arranger and orchestration was not there.
Esraj, violin and piano, with a deep and
Salil was the first composer to
well-studied understanding of several
arrive as the ‘total composer’. He
other instruments, as is evident from
wrote the lyrics, composed the song,
their creative use in his music.
and arranged the music. He rapidly
Salilda was born on November 19,
established himself as the most talented
1922, in a village called Gajipur in
lyricist/composer after Tagore. All
South 24-Parganas in West Bengal, and
through the 1950s and 1960s, he
died on September 5, 1995 in Kolkata.
composed numerous Bengali songs,
He spent a few years of his
each one a superb composition.
childhood in the Assam tea gardens,
Lyrically and musically, these songs still
where his father was a doctor. He
remain unparalleled.
grew up listening to his father’s
One unique feature of Salil’s
large collection of western classical
compositions was the orchestration.
music and the folk songs of Assam
He introduced a totally different style
and Bengal. This influenced him
of orchestration with his songs, which
considerably, and shaped his musical
for the first time brought in ‘voicing’
thinking.
of musical instruments, obbligato,
During his university years his
counterpoints, and harmony as the
political ideas were fast maturing along
background, and not just following
with his musical ideas. Living through
the song’s melody. It introduced a
World War II, the Bengal famine, and
richness never before experienced by
the hopeless political situation of the
the listeners.
1940s, he became acutely aware of his
One of the salient features of Salil’s
social responsibilities. This is when
orchestration has always been his own
Salil Chowdhury
he joined Indian Peoples Theater
way of using rhythms, percussion, and
Association, and became a member of the communist party;
percussive instruments. He clearly defines the rhythms, and the
IPTA went on to become one of the most dynamic performing
rhythmic thrusts of his songs with instruments, sometimes a
art movements in India in the 1940s and 1950s.
whole group of instruments, more suited to the purpose than
IPTA had a rather modest beginning in 1942 before it
just a Tabla, which had been, for a long time, the standard
became the chosen platform for the young and radical artists,
rhythm instrument used in the production of modern Bengali
actors, musicians, and dancers of the period. The artists were
songs.
not necessarily members of the Communist Party of India,
His innovative application of percussion other than the
but they had left sympathies and asserted a kind of radical
obligatory Tabla in the early 1950s was not only a welcome
idealism that raised progressive political activism to a creative
relief, but a pioneering work as well. Moreover, he sharpened
pitch. During this period Salil wrote numerous songs, and with and enhanced the edge of the rhythm by using the piano,
IPTA comrades took his songs to the masses. They travelled
which in many of his early recordings, played rhythmic chords,
through the villages and the cities, and his songs became the
accentuating the accompaniment.
voice of the masses. These songs made people aware of the
After the initial success with a few Bengali films Salil’s big
rampant social injustice and oppression that affected them. He
break came with the film Rickshawallah, for which he wrote the
called these songs the ‘Songs of Consciousness and Awakening’. story and composed the music. Bimal Roy was so impressed
Between 1945-1951, Salil composed some of his most
with the story that he invited Salil to Bombay to write the script
important political songs. They were important both in their
of Do Bigha Zameen, the Hindi adaptation of Rickshawallah. As
political impact and in their textual, tonal, and structural
it happened, Salil ended up composing the music of Do Bigha
novelty, which proclaimed this young composer’s uniqueness.
Zameen as well.
The lyrics were clear, unequivocally direct and consistent in
Following the international acclaim of Do Bigha Zameen
their themes.
Salil was firmly established in Bombay. In the next few years he
Moreover, Salil’s lyrics manifested a significant poetic skill.
composed some wonderful and evergreen songs for films like
Seldom before had a Bengali lyricist addressed the burning
Biraj Bahu, Naukri, Parivar, Taangewaali, Awaaz, Jagte Raho,
issues of his times in songs written with such an acute sense
Musafir, Chhaya, Anand, and so on.
of immediacy, powerful imagery, and such a wealth of
His music was so completely different, and his orchestration
vocabulary.
so unique, that soon he earned the title “Composer’s composer”.
But all these powerful lyrics would have been a waste, had it In 1958 Salil received the Filmfare award for his monumental
not been for the structures of the songs. Salil’s song structures
work in Bimal Roy’s Madhumati. Even after 60 years, the songs
and his unique mode of phrasing words, melodies, and rhythm from Madhumati, and its soundtrack, still surprise and delight
patterns probably constitute the key to understanding his
us.
uniqueness. These are the most significant characteristics that
By shifting his place of work from Calcutta to Bombay in
set him apart as a composer from most of his contemporaries.
the 1950s, Salil also moved out of phase of direct political
The most interesting feature of Salil’s compositions in the
statement in song. However, it would be wrong to assume that
1940s and early 1950s is that he refused to follow any definite
his lyrics took leave of left-wing politics or social concerns.
pattern, or be confined in any category which others could call Moreover, despite the preponderance of political lyrics, Salil
typically Salil. Every composition he made revealed a new face
had also written songs in which politics was not the principal
of the composer.
motivation. And it was this type of lyricism that tended to
He reintroduced rhythm variation in the body of a single
prevail in his work from the 1960s. Along with the changing
song, and departed from the accepted norms of modern
dimensions of his lyrics, there came newer dimensions of his
Bengali song structure by writing complex phrases of a single
music.
movement which unfolded itself sometimes over several lines
His exposure to wider horizons and varied experiences in
of the lyrics.
the large film world of Bombay, and later south India, brought
In Salil’s compositions, musical information in terms of
fresh challenges, which he met by expanding and sharpening
application of notes, their combinations and movements,
his compositional capacities. This was the period in which
acquired a totally new dimension. The way in which he
Salil’s modes of composition and orchestration became more
phrased and scanned his melody lines, along with the inner
influenced by Western classical music on the one hand, and
movements of the rhythms he chose, vigorously syncopated
Hindustani ragas on the other.
them and relentlessly explored the possibilities of tonal
It is interesting to note the growth of a young composer who
expressions, permanently changed the face of modern Bengali
came from rural Bengal with a flute in his hand, leaning heavily
song. Constant experiments with song structures have always
on folk music in the beginning. That young man travelled a
been Salil’s preoccupation – a characteristic that sets him
long way to become almost a classicist, using wide and deep
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Memorable Melodies
Five Top Salil Compositions
(Click on song to play)
1. Kahin Door Jab Din Dhal Jaaye (Film
Anand, 1971)
2. Ae Mere Pyare Watan (Film Kabuliwala,
1961)
3. Dil Tadap Tadap Ke Keh Raha Hai (Film
Madhumati, 1958)
4. Dharti Kahe Pukaar Ke (Film Do Bigha
Zamin, 1953)
5. Na Jaane Kyon (Film Chhoti Si Baat, 1976)
strings and horns with movements strongly resembling those of
a classical Western orchestra, and at the same time, composing
nostalgic tunes in Bageshri and Kalavati as well. Salil’s treatment
of, and compositions in, several ragas are as remarkable and as
uniquely his own, as are his experiments with Western classical
music.
But, as observed before, Salil methodically refused to follow
any convenient line of action. He refused to be satisfied with any
definite mode of musical expression. His occasional flirtations
with Mozart or Bach, his experiments with the relative minor
and major scales, with harmonised choral singing, modern
chord progression, his adaptations of the melodies of ‘Soviet
Land so Dear to Every Toiler’ or even ‘Happy Birthday to
You’, which he reworked into quite a serious Bengali song,
his encounters with West Indian rhythms, or his sudden
composition in ‘Hamsadhwani’ in Ektal – nothing in particular
can define him.
Salil’s entry into Malayalam Films started with the film
Chemmeen, directed by Ramu Kariat. Based on the touching
novel of the same name by the renowned Malayalee writer
Thakazhy Shivshankar Pillai, Chemmeen became a landmark
in Malayalam Cinema. It also received the President’s Gold
Medal in 1965.
The wonderful songs of Chemmeen, along with the
composer Salil became widely known in Kerala. Salil formed
a formidable team with the Malayalee lyricist Vayalar, and
the poet O.N.V. Kurup, and composed music for over 25
Malayalam Films. In Kerala Salil has become a household
name, and is highly revered.
Since the mid 1940s, in a career spanning over 50 years,
Salil had composed over 400 Bengali basic songs for most of
which he was the lyricist. He also composed songs for over 70
Hindi films, around 45 Bengali films, around 26 Malayalam
Films, and several Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Gujarati, Marathi,
Assameese, and Oriya Films.
He has also composed some memorable background music
for a number of films, documentaries, and for television
serials and films. Some of his songs became immensely
popular in various parts of India in their regional language,
and often with totally different orchestral arrangement. Salil
brought Indians closer by sharing the love for his songs in their
own language. No other composer in India has even come
close to achieving this.
Salil was arguably the most versatile musician in the world of
Indian cinema. To the music connoisseur he was better known
as the non-conformist music composer, whose unceasing search
for perfection towered above everything else in his life. His
meticulous attention to details, a scrupulous ear for musical
content, and insatiable desire for improvisation – all remained
with him to his last days. He was in fact a composer’s composer,
because unlike his market-driven counterpart, he never really
set prose to music. To him the melody was sacrosanct, and had
to precede the words. The situation could then be adapted.
Salil’s music was a unique blend of the east and the west. He
had once said, “I want to create a style which shall transcend
borders – a genre which is emphatic and polished, but never
predictable”. He dabbled in a lot of things and it was his
ambition to achieve greatness in everything he did. But at
times, his confusion was fairly evident: “I do not know what to
opt for: poetry, story-writing, orchestration, or composing for
films. I just try to be creative with what fits the moment and
my temperament”, he once told a journalist.
In 1993, towards the end of his long career, Salil had
commented in an interview, “When I started my music career I
imagined the whole world of music as a very tall tower for me
to climb, and now after all these years I see that the tower has
remained as tall as before.”
Many years ago Salilda wrote in one of his well-known
Bengalee songs, “Thunder and death will know my abode and
I will leave my address with the storm”. Salilda’s songs will
always be with us, and Salilda will always remain with us. It’s
just that he has moved to a slightly distant address.
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Former English umpires ‘out’ ECB with racism accusations

Goes to bat for ‘Stump out Racism’ campaign highlighting absence of non-whites in the ranks

T

wo former English umpires last week called out the
England & Wales Cricket Board with accusations
of “institutionalised racism”, the Caribbean Media
Corporation has reported.
Barbados-born John Holder, a 30-year career veteran professional umpire, and English-born Ismail Dawood, a former
English county cricket player, are asking for an independent
investigation into the EBC by the Equality and Human Rights
Commission.
Holder retired 11 years ago, while Dawood is a former
professional first-class cricketer with caps from Cheshire,
Northamptonshire, Worcestershire, Glamorgan, and Yorkshire.
Last week Holder voiced
his suspicion “that there
has been a definite policy
of only employing whites”
to be a mentor for emerging
umpires. On the other hand,
Dawood said he gave up on
his attempts to be an umpire
after failing to win a promotion to the ECB’s first-class
panel.
Holder said he raised the
issue regarding the “definite
policy”, after he failed to get
a response to an email he
sent to the ECB, noting, “I
have no reason to doubt that
John Holder
there is. The fact that several
non-white umpires have made enquiries about going on the
first-class umpires’ panel, or becoming a mentor or liaison officer, and none have progressed.”
Both Holder and Dawood have teamed up as part of a
grassroots campaign called Stump Out Racism to highlight the
absence of non-whites in the
ranks. The pair also called
Moeen Ali
for a Queen’s Counsel-led
claims to have not
enquiry, and the EHRC
encountered
involvement,
noting
English racism
that it has been 28 years
since a non-white umpire,
Vanburn Holder in 1992,
was promoted to the ECB’s
full-time panel.
They have also pointed out
that no one from a Black or Asian
minority ethnic background has
ever been employed by the ECB as a pitch liaison officer, cricket liaison officer, match referee, or umpires’
coach – roles that all come under the same department.
Holder stood in international cricket, and is a regular
guest on BBC Test Match Special. He cited the example
of the former England fast bowler Devon Malcolm, who
he said was dissuaded from moving into umpiring after
retirement.
“It’s a concern of mine that not one Black cricketer
has progressed on to the full-time panel in nearly 30
years. When I heard about Devon being talked out of it,
I was quite appalled. And in the meantime other white
umpires have been encouraged. To me that is more than
suspicious,” Holder told The Guardian.
He added, “When I retired in 2009, I received a glowing
testimonial from the ECB, but when I later applied for a role as
a mentor, I never even got a reply. There have been ex-players
moved to these roles, without having umpired. At one point a
rugby referee was hired as a mentor. Some of the choices – there
was no logic.”

Holder revealed his suspicions were further heightened on
learning that Dawood had encountered obstacles placed in his
path to furthering his career as an umpire.
According to Dawood, who also spoke to The Guardian:

“When I first put my CV forward to the ECB about umpiring,
a reply came back that included lots of reasons why I couldn’t,
including a lack of experience. And yet a few years later a white
ex-player went straight from playing to umpiring.”
He added, “One year I was told I hadn’t done the relevant
exams to progress – my plan was to do them that winter; then
at the same time another [white] umpire got on to the reserve
list and began standing in matches without any qualifications at
all. I did get on to the reserve list of umpires and got first-class
games, but I was passed over for promotion on six different
occasions.”
Dawood said in 2013 he was told in an appraisal that he was
“technically sound”, which
was supported by statistics
and reports from captains.
“…I was told, ‘Fine
judgements must be made
about who best fits in’. The
complaints we have made
shows the institutionalised,
structured racism, as well as
discrimination, cronyism,
bullying, and dishonesty
that have been part of our
lives being involved in the
ECB,” he said.
He also claimed he heard
racist language used in front
of senior cricket board staff,
Ismail Dawood
which went unchallenged.
Said Dawood: “If that sort of language were used elsewhere,
people would lose their jobs. I have absolutely no trust or confidence in the ECB. All the way down to the grassroots it is a complete mess, and that is why we need it to be investigated. Do I
want to be part of an organisation who is a complete mess? No.”
Dawood said he started speaking out in 2014, and having
done so, noticed “I suddenly wasn’t given any first-class games
at all that season”.
Said Dawood: “It didn’t make sense. I raised the issues with
ECB, but I felt totally isolated. I ended up walking away from
umpiring altogether. They did a job on me.”
Both Dawood and Holder have indicated they have little faith
in the ECB’s ability to address the issue. Also, the Stump Out
Racism campaign claims to have evidence of “obstruction and
interference” in the past.
This summer a senior member of ECB staff was suspended
amid an allegation of racial discrimination. The person in question has since been cleared by an employment investigation, but
the governing body accepts that issues remain.
Responding to that issue, last week an ECB spokesperson
said: “Earlier this year we commissioned a full independent
employment investigation into allegations made against an
individual, and while these were not upheld, the investigation
did identify areas where we need to be better and do more to
be inclusive and diverse. The ECB has now commissioned a
review, with Board oversight, to look at how we can reform our
approach to managing Match Officials.”
In a statement after the revelations by Holder and Dawood,
the ECB said: “Today’s group of professional umpires doesn’t
reflect the diverse ECB we are determined to be. We want to see
more BAME representation among our officials, and recognise
we still have a long way to go as a game to achieve this.”
The allegations from Holder and Dawood were made following earlier claims of “institutional racism” by former Yorkshire
player, Azeem Rafiq, and former England batsman Michael
Carberry.
However, Carberry declared he was not confident in the ECB,
and maintained that racism remains “rife” in English cricket.

Ebony Rainford-Brent and Michael Holding spoke passionately
and emotionally about the discrimination they suffered in the
game. Also, last month two former umpires, John Holder and
Ismail Dawood, accused the ECB of “institutional racism” over
an absence of Black, Asians, and minority ethic match officials
in county cricket. There has not been a new BAME umpire
appointed to the ECB’s full panel since 1992.
In July, ECB chief executive, Tom Harrison, admitted that the
game needed to face some “uncomfortable truths”, and pledged
to implement a number of new measures to address the underlying issues that are being raised. Last week’s announcement is
part of the new Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Plan, which
the ECB said will “make the game more representative and drive
out discrimination of any kind”.
According to the ECB, the independent Commission will

assist the board “in assessing the evidence of inequalities and
discrimination of all forms within cricket, and the actions
needed to tackle these issues”.
An independent chairman will lead the Commission,
which will also have independent members. The role of the
Commission involves bringing in “a diversity of thought and
experience to provide constructive input and challenge to the
ECB and the wider game”.
The Forum aims to provide a space that is confidential and
safe, helping the ECB “listen to, and learn from” the experiences
of people involved in game that can help the board assess the
future action required. The new equality code will be adopted
and enforced by all cricket organisations under ECB, in an
attempt to weed out any discriminatory behaviour through
disciplinary processes.

No English experience of
racism for me: Moeen Ali

M

eanwhile, while writing in his autobiography
in 2018 he had been verbally abused by an
Australia player, whom he did not name during the first Test of the 2015 Ashes in England, English
cricketer Moeen Ali last week claimed he has not experienced racism playing for England.
Speaking with BBC Sports last week, Ali said he has
not encountered any alleged racism that is now troubling
the English cricketing firmament.
Ali’s statement was made following Holder and
Dawood added their voices to concerns about racism
that were raised by Michael Carberry and Azeem Rafiq.
“I have never experienced anything like that. There
are other guys who say they have, and I am sure things
have and will be done about it,” Ali told BBC Sport.
He added: “I can honestly say, hand-on-heart, that I
have never experienced anything like that. I have always
been someone who is myself, and if guys accept it that’s
good; and if they don’t, it’s their problem. I have now
been playing for England for six years and always felt at
home, always felt like one of the guys.”
Ali is the most capped player from a Black, Asian,
and Minority Ethnic background to play for England,
and has participated in over 200 appearances across the
cricketing formats.
In June, former England batsman Carberry alleged
racism was “rife” in the sport. Following his allegation,
the England and Wales Cricket Board said it would
“commit to change” in response to the Black Lives Matter
movement.
Also, Rafiq accused his former
team Yorkshire of “institutionalised
racism”, following which the county
opened an inquiry to investigate his
claims.
Responding to the allegations made by Holder and
Dawood, Ali said: “I’m
sure something will be
done. The ECB are
improving in all
these aspects of
the game. Going
forward, I think
a lot will be
done to get all
these things
right.”
In response
to the allegations, an ECB
spokesperson
said: “We will
not tolerate
racism. However,
we fully recognise we
have a long way to go to drive
out discrimination from our sport.”

ECB plans to introduce new equality, diversity, & inclusion measures

E

ngland and Wales Cricket Board last week announced
measures to drive out discrimination, part of a new
Equality, Diversity, and Inclusion Plan to be introduced
in the coming months. Among the measures are ‘A new independent Commission for Equality in Cricket’, ‘A Forum for Race
in Cricket’, and ‘A new Equality Code of Conduct’, Cricbuzz
reported.
The moves are in response to criticisms of the diversity and
inclusiveness in the English game, which continue to be made
by a number of high-profile former players and officials.
In June, former England opening batsman Michael Carberry
declared that “cricket is rife with racism”, while in September,
former Yorkshire spinner Azeem Rafiq claimed his experiences
of racism at the county left him on the verge of suicide.
In the build-up to the first Test against West Indies in July,
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Windies’ Pollard, Pooran plunder top IPL runs

A

Kieron Pollard

review of the batting statistics in the recently-concluded 2020 Indian Premier League has seen West Indies
cricketers leading the pack for scoring, ESPNCricinfo
revealed last week.
West Indians Kieron Pollard, Nicholas Pooran, Chris Gayle,
Sunil Narine, and Shimron Hetmyer were all rated among top
performers with the bat.
Said ESPNCricinfo: “Nobody does T20 batting better than
the West Indies players, and even the numbers say so. The West
Indies players in IPL 2020 had an average smart strike rate of
166.44 this season, miles ahead of other nationalities.”
It added: “Kieron Pollard’s eye-popping conventional strike
rate of 191.42 translated to a smart strike rate of 224.06, the best
in the season – without qualification.”
Pollard won consecutive IPL titles in 2019 and 2020, and

he International Cricket Council last week confirmed
Women’s cricket will be a part of the Commonwealth
Games in 2022, India’s Daily News & Analysis India reported. The historic decision sent out ripples of excitement over
the prospect of Women’s T20 cricket making its debut in Birmingham, with Commonwealth Games Federation President,
Dame Louise Martin
saying the move was a
“spectacular” one.
“We are absolutely
delighted to have women’s T20 cricket debut
at the Birmingham
2022 Commonwealth
Games. Cricket has always been one of the
Commonwealth’s most
popular sports, and it
is so special to have it
back at our Games for
the first time since the
men’s competition at
Kuala Lumpur 1998,
where true greats of the
game including Ricky
Heather Knight
Ponting, Jacques Kallis, and Sachin Tendulkar were on show. Now is the turn of the
women, and I can’t wait to see the next generation of stars like
Heather Knight, Harmanpreet Kaur and Meg Lanning take centre stage,” Martin said.
She added: “Birmingham 2022 will be a fantastic showcase for
the women’s game, and the unveiling of the qualification criteria… is an exciting and important milestone as we head towards
what will be a spectacular competition at the iconic Edgbaston
Stadium.”
The ICC and the CGF also announced the qualification process for the eight teams for the event, which will take place July
28-August 8, 2022. The process will mean that hosts England
get a direct spot, while six other highest ranked teams in the
ICC Women’s T20I Team Rankings as of April 1, 2021, will also
qualify directly for the eight-team tournament.

The remaining one place will be allocated to the winner of a
Commonwealth Games Qualifier, the details of which are still
being kept under the wraps. The deadline for the Qualifier is
January 31, 2022.
The move was described as a watershed moment for women’s
cricket by ICC Women’s Cricket Manager, Holly Colvin.
“We have worked
closely with the CGF
and ICC Members over
the last year to confirm the qualification
process. It’s fantastic
that we are supporting opportunities for a
Caribbean island and
Commonwealth countries ranked outside
the top seven to have
the chance to qualify
for this momentous
event,” she said.
A Caribbean nation,
and not necessarily the
ICC-affiliated West Indies, will take part in
Harmanpreet Kaur
the Commonwealth
games. If the West Indies end up in the top six teams, then there
will be a separate qualifying competition to decide which Caribbean nation goes ahead and represents them in Birmingham.
“Cricket at the Commonwealth Games is a fantastic opportunity for us to continue to grow the women’s game globally. We
are committed to accelerating this growth and maintaining the
momentum we have created over the past few years, which most
recently saw 86,174 fans packed into the [Melbourne Cricket
Ground] for the final of the ICC Women’s T20 World Cup 2020,”
said ICC Chief Executive Manu Sawhney.
He added: “I thank the [CGF] for their support, and for making this possible. We share with them the vision of greater equality, fairness, and opportunity in sport, and I am sure Birmingham 2022 will go a long way towards us achieving our common
objectives.”

Women at Commonwealth Games 2022

T

also was stand-in captain for champions Mumbai Indians for a
couple of matches during captain Rohit Sharma’s away time due
to injuries. He also captained the Trinbago Knight Riders to the
2020 Caribbean Premier League T20 title.
Barbados-born England all-rounder Jofra Archer followed
Pollard in the batting numbers with 203.7. Pooran was the
only other batsman with a smart strike rate of over 200, hitting
200.73, the figure over his conventional strike rate of 169.71.
Archer had a smart economy of 4.24, the second best overall and the best among pace bowlers. He took 20 wickets in the
tournament, which were worth 26.8 smart wickets. He almost
single-handedly carried the Rajasthan Royals bowling, and was
IPL 2020’s Most Valuable Player,
Most of the West Indies players scored high on smart strike
rates, with Hetmyer and Narine both finishing at over 140.

Tim Southee

New Zealand, West Indies
kneel in support for BLM

N

ew Zealand and West Indies took a knee in support
of the Black Lives Matter movement at the start of the
Twenty20 match at Eden Park in Auckland, Reuters reported last week. The teams met and decided to recognise the
anti-racism movement after West Indies knelt to show their support before their matches in England this year.
“We agreed we will support West Indies and will take a knee
after the umpires call play,” New Zealand captain Tim Southee
said.
He added, “It’s something that is very important to the West
Indies, and something we will support over their tour while
they’re here.”
West Indies Twenty20 captain Kieron Pollard said the team
was pleased to have the support of the New Zealand side.
Said Pollard: “It’s something we feel very strongly about. It’s
something we want to inculcate around the world, because it has
impacted a lot of lives... It’s something we will continue to do to
make gestures that is positively geared towards that. We have
come together with the Black Caps and we thank them for their
support.”
He added, “It means a lot to us as individuals, and hopefully
over time everyone will understand how serious this matter is.”

West Indies seek percentage points in New Zealand, Bangladesh

T

he West Indies cricket team is currently seventh in the
International Cricket Council World Test Championship with a points percentage of 16.67, the Associated
Press reported last week. The team has 40 points from two series
under the new assessment system, which is now using points
percentage to determine positions.
Australia is at the top with a percentage of 82.22 from three
series that saw accumulation of 296 points.
Last month the ICC cricket committee decided it will no longer use the number of points accumulated due to disruption by
the Covid-19 pandemic. Chairman of the committee Anil Kumble revealed that a points percentage is now in effect, and which
is a fairer account of where the teams stand.
At the end of the championship, the two top teams will have
a play-off for the title, which is expected to be held at the Lord’s
Cricket Ground in London. An idea was being considered for
two semi-finals leading to a final, but this was rejected by the
committee. As it is, each country was expected to play six series
over a two-year period, with the top two teams heading to the
finals.
West Indies have 40 points from two series, and will be looking for more against New Zealand in its upcoming two Test
matches, with the first starting tomorrow, and the second and
final Test scheduled for December 11-15.
Following this tour, West Indies is likely to head to Bangladesh early in the new year. While plans are still in the works, it
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is possible West Indies will meet Bangladesh in two Tests, three
One Day Internationals, and three T20 internationals.
According to reports in the Trinidad Guardian last week,
Cricket West Indies made a request for a reduction in the number of Tests, saying players will have a hard time staying in the
bio-secure bubble for a long period given the recent cricket assignments.
Meanwhile, CWI a two-member inspection team is in Bangladesh conducting a detailed assessment, or recce, ahead of the
scheduled ICC Future Tours Programme in January. While in
Bangladesh, the inspection team will visit all the proposed facilities for the tour in Dhaka and Chattogram, attend matches
in the Bangabandhu T20 Cup, and take a first-hand look at the
country’s Covid-19 response protocols.
Said CWI CEO Johnny Grave: “We would be the first International Team to visit Bangladesh since the onset of the pandemic,
and acting always with the health and safety of our touring party
at the forefront of our minds, we have decided to conduct a pretour recce by sending two highly experienced professionals to
assess the BCB’s bio-secure plans and protocols. Our respective
medical and operations teams have held several positive meetings over the last few weeks, and the following receipt of the report from our inspection team, a recommendation will be made
to our Board of Directors on whether it is safe to tour Bangladesh early next year.”
The Bangladesh tour would be the third for the West In-

Johnny Grave
dies Men’s team since the outbreak of the pandemic. Now in
New Zealand, the team was in England earlier this year, which
marked the return to the game on the international stage following the coronavirus lockdown.
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Sales Representative
647-894-0764
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Sales Representative
647-297-8222

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

The Stanley District

A spectacular new master
planned community is
taking shape. Comprised
Star ting
of stellar condominium
from mid residences, a boutique
$400s!
hotel and street level
retail, The Stanley District
is bringing a new level
of luxury and panache
to Niagara’s evolving
landscape. Close to all
the cultural offerings and
amenities of this vibrant
area, The Stanley District
is securely entrenched
within one of the city’s most
desirable communities.

The Dylan Condominiums

North York, ON

647-708-4772

Oak St., Toronto

Niagara Falls, ON

Introducing The Dylan, a
brand-new mid-rise condominium coming to St Lawrence
Ave W & Dufferin St in North
York! This exciting new address will provide its future
residents with highly sought
after conveniences being just a
3 minute walk from Glencairn
Station and moments from the
upcoming Eglinton Crosstown
LRT, University of Toronto,
York University, Yorkdale Mall,
Downtown Toronto, TTC Transit,
Major Highways, Downsview
Park and so much more!

Zafar Twaheer
Broker

FOR
SALE
$649,000

Great Opportunity to Own A
Newly Renovated Open Concept End Unit Townhome in
Prime Location Close to Everything!! Second Floor Loaded
With 9 Ft Ceilings, Large Breakfast/Dining Area with Large Sun
Filled Windows! Close to TTC,
Up Express ,401, and Schools!

Queens Quay, Toronto
Water-club 1B/1 Bath Condo
with Lakeview.
Queens Quay, Toronto
Great Layout. Walking Distance
to Financial District, Union
Station, Scotiabank Arena and
Harbourfront. Steps to Shopping, Restaurants, Parks, Bike
Trail, Ferry Etc. TTC At Door!!

$689,000

!
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Perch Condo

If you are in search of a
Toronto townhouse for sale,
look no further! With its central location between the 401
and 407, PRESTO provides
quick access to the DVP/404
as well. Conveniently close
to schools, shops, restaurants, and recreation, with
a TTC bus stop just steps
from your door. Plus, nearby
attractions ranging from the
Toronto Zoo to Rouge Park.

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

$949,000

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Emerald City 1 is a luxury condominium that defines this new
community at the corner of Sheppard and Don Mills; a particular North York location that is becoming one of the city's most
sought-after places to live.

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

The Mill Landing Condos Georgetown, ON
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TAB

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Victory Green Markham, ON
Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.

Scarborough, ON

Presto Towns Scarborough, ON
se
ea95
L
r ,7
Fo $1

Newly Renovated 3 Bedrooms
Detached Home with Basement
in-law Suite North Whitby Community. Ceramic Floor & Mirrored Closet Doors. Minutes to
All Major Amenities & 407/401
Highways. Private Backyd W/
No Neighbours in the Back.

North York, ON

437-235-7599

Gaze upon an endless
canopy of green. Indulge in
spectacular amenities. Gift
your life the luxury of space.
Welcome to ravine-side living.
Residences will be close
by to University of Toronto
Scarborough campus, parks,
schools, lakes and so much
more. Also, a quick 8-minute
drive to the Old Kingston
Road GO Station which
allows you easy commute to
Downtown Toronto’s Union
GO station.

Whitby

Emerald City Condominiums

Shawn Ambedkar
Sales Representative

An idyllic location, that boasts a quaint village environment
with vibrant urban conveniences. Come home to an elevated community featuring a modern boutique building that
invites exclusive condominium suites & luxurious amenities
that complement your life with abundance and ease.
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